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Outline

Digital manufacturing commenced an authentic revolution that is transfiguring in-

dustrial fabrication processes beginning with the very early stages of research and

development, and extending to all the steps of production, commercialization and

marketing owing to the feasible opportunities that digital process innovation en-

tails. Among these, adaption and implementation of the demands of the market

and even individual customization required by consumers to satisfy their use of

the produced goods and provided services stand out. The reason for this is that

digital manufacturing offers the extremely convenient option of performing design

changes through modification of virtual prototypes in computerized systems. This

possibility obviously contrasts with the traditional approach of altering an already

fabricated physical prototype, the common strategy applied in manufacturing pro-

cesses previously to the implementation of digital techniques. This fact resulted in

faster, efficient and more precise production processes, specially needed as the pos-

sibilities offered by digital manufacturing increase the complexity of the processes

involved for production of goods and services that every time satisfy their purposes

in a more successful and convenient way.

One of the requirements of the novel digital techniques that scientists and en-

gineers must continuously address is miniaturization, which constitutes a basic

strategy in prominent areas such disparate as electronics, all the fields related to

biomedical studies like pharmaceutics and chemical-biological sensing, and the de-

velopment of functional materials to name a few. Lasers are a versatile tool that

can meet the exposed demands of flexibility, speed, resolution and compatibility

with processing large regions of materials with high accuracy. Since their inven-

tion in 1960 by Theodore H. Mainman, lasers have been utilized in an unstoppably

growing number of applications and hence can be found in areas such diverse as

industrial manufacturing, medicine, telecommunications and natural sciences. The

principal advantages of laser light have their origin in its high directionality (col-

limation) and high monochromaticity. The combination of these properties makes
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possible the generation of high intensities that can be focused into extremely small

volumes, what promotes lasers as an ideal tool for the accurate processing of al-

most any kind of materials at the micro- and nanoscale.

Laser direct-write microprocessing through ablation is the most straightforward

microprocessing technique since it just consists in the irradiation of a material with

a focused laser beam. Under the adequate conditions, the intense absorbed laser

energy causes the alteration of a small portion of material, leaving a modified area

at the irradiated spot. In many instances, the principal goal in microprocessing is

achieving the highest possible spatial resolution. Heat transfer from the absorbed

laser energy to the material is often detrimental for this aim. This situation can

be dodged with the use of ultrashort laser pulses. Their extremely short duration

delivers all the laser pulse energy to the material in a period of time shorter than

the lattice thermal relaxation time, leading to a radical reduction of the undesired

heat dissipation beyond the irradiated region. Moreover, several applications ex-

clusively require superficial ablation or processing of the material. This does not

suppose any problem when the processed material is opaque to the laser radiation

at its wavelength, whereas for a transparent material it constitutes a true challenge

due to the need of precisely controlling the position where the laser energy is de-

livered to secure that absorption effectively takes place at the processed material

surface, without modifying the bulk material. Development of strategies that make

possible this control is crucial in these circumstances.

Recently the use of femtosecond lasers has gained attention as a result of the

recognition to Gérard Mourou and Donna Strickland with the award of the Nobel

Prize in Physics 2018 "for their method of generating high-intensity, ultra-short op-

tical pulses". According to the awarding motivations, the innumerable areas of ap-

plication of ultrashort laser pulses have not yet been completely explored, but their

possibilities for accessing the microworld are considered highly valuable. Follow-

ing this spirit, this thesis intends to shed some light on some of these applications

with the study of microprocessing of advanced materials through irradiation with

ultrashort laser pulses.

The general objective of this thesis consisted in proposing and implementing

feasible solutions to the challenges involved in the precise microprocessing of ma-

terials with ultrashort laser pulses for diverse advanced application. To that end,
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attention was put in laser ablation of transparent polymers with the aim of achiev-

ing spatial resolutions that transcend sharpness limitations due to light diffraction,

not forgetting the reduction of the heat affected zone thanks to the deterministic

nature of nonlinear absorption mechanisms associated to the interaction of ultra-

short laser pulses with transparent materials. At the same time, this task completely

relies on the solution of the issue of precise focusing of a laser beam on the surface

of transparent materials, another main goal pursued in this work. Additionally,

some applications of the proposed focusing method to solve the demanding task

of radiation focusing in superficial laser processing for functionalization of mate-

rials of interest form the final aim of the accomplished research. The fields of

the investigated applications include diverse topics like biodegradation processes

for biomedical appliances, pharmaceutical consumables quality control and micro-

electronics printing.

This thesis is constituted of a compilation of the most relevant results that have

been obtained during the development of the doctorate studies in the frame of

the PhD program in Nanosciences at the Departament de Física Aplicada of the

Universitat de Barcelona. It is structured in four main chapters following the next

organization scheme:

Introduction and objectives: This introductory chapter contains a description

of the most significant microprocessing techniques, with special attention to laser

based methods. Because of their key role in this thesis, the interaction between

laser radiation and matter is shortly reviewed. The commented physical phenom-

ena motivate the use of femtosecond lasers for the precise processing of transparent

materials, where the focus is put on the superficial laser ablation of these materials,

the challenges that entails and its applications. The objectives pursued in this work

close this first chapter.

Experimental: A description of the experimental setups implementing femtosec-

ond laser systems, methods and materials applied during the trials constituting the

developed research is presented in this chapter. In the different sections that form

this chapter, the features of the used laser sources together with the corresponding

laser direct-write setups are described. Next, some remarks on Gaussian beams and

their focusing are included. These lay the foundations for the presentation of the

z-scan focusing technique. To close this chapter, a few comments and background
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about the employed materials are delivered.

Z-scan focusing method: The results obtained by putting to work the z-scan

focusing technique introduced in the previous chapter are presented here. The

general topic is the development and characterization of the z-scan focusing tech-

nique as a method to address the issue of securing surface ablation of transparent

material with femtosecond laser pulses. Its successful implementation in surface

ablation of the transparent polymer polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) with high

spatial resolution is reported and given as an example of the possibilities of the

proposed strategy for a precise focusing of laser beams onto transparent materials.

The contents of this chapter include studies on transmittance measurements at

different focusing distances between the laser beam waist and the processed mate-

rial surface through single laser pulse surface ablation and laser surface scanning

for channel microprocessing, the beam waist position determination thanks to the

transmittance measurements and analysis of the produced surface ablation, studies

on reflectance measurements at different focusing distances, and the comparison

between transmittance and reflectance results.

Applications in laser microprocessing of materials: the implementation of

the developed z-scan focusing technique was put to use in laser microprocessing

of materials with applications in diverse fields. Owing to the different studied ap-

plications, the chapter is divided in four sections, one for each topic. The various

processed materials are briefly introduced, with some background supporting their

study.

The investigated applications include the irradiation with femtosecond laser pulses

of biodegradable polymers for profound hole ablation in polylactic acid (PLA) and

study of its influence in biodegradability of polylactic-co-glycolic acid, the laser

perforation for leakage studies on medical use polypropylene bags, and the laser

fabrication of microfluidic guides for conductive line printing.

Conclusions: The last chapter sums up the most relevant results and main

achievements that have been obtained during the development of this thesis in

the form of closing remarks.



Resum

La manufacturació digital ha iniciat una autèntica revolució que està transformant

els processos de fabricació industrial, començant per les primeres etapes de recer-

ca i desenvolupament i arribant a tots els passos de producció, comercialització

i màrqueting. Tot això gràcies a les possibilitats de les innovacions associades als

processos digitals. Entre aquestes, destaquen l’adaptació i implementació de les

demandes del mercat i la personalització cada cop més reclamada pels consumi-

dors per tal que els bens produïts i els serveis proporcionats satisfacin les seves

necessitats. El motiu d’aquesta revolució és que la producció digital ofereix l’opció

extremadament convenient de realitzar canvis de disseny a través de la modificació

de prototips virtuals mitjançant sistemes informatitzats. Aquesta possibilitat òbvia-

ment contrasta amb l’estratègia tradicional consistent en alterar un prototip físic

fabricat prèviament, essent aquesta la més comuna de les estratègies aplicades als

processos de fabricació anteriors a la implementació de tècniques digitals. El resul-

tat d’aquests avenços tecnològics ens porta a processos de producció més ràpids,

eficients i precisos, especialment necessaris ja que al mateix temps, les possibilitats

que ofereix la manufacturació digital incrementen la complexitat dels processos

relacionats amb la producció de béns i serveis, que cada vegada satisfan els seus

propòsits més exitosament i convenient.

Un dels requisits de les noves tècniques digitals que científics i enginyers han

d’abordar constantment és la miniaturització, que constitueix una estratègia bàsi-

ca en àrees tan destacades i diverses com l’electrònica, els camps relacionats amb

estudis biomèdics com els productes farmacèutics i sensors químics i biològics i el

desenvolupament de materials funcionals com a exemple. Els làsers són una eina

versàtil que pot fer front a requisits com la flexibilitat, la velocitat i la compatibilitat

amb el processament de grans extensions de materials amb una alta precisió. Des

de la seva invenció per Theodore H. Mainman al 1960, els làsers s’han utilitzat en

un imparable nombre creixent d’aplicacions. Per aquest motiu, es poden trobar en

àrees tan diverses com la producció industrial, la medicina, les telecomunicacions i
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les ciències naturals. Els principals avantatges de la llum làser provenen de la seva

alta direccionalitat (col·limació) i la seva característica monocromacitat. La com-

binació d’aquestes propietats fan possible la generació d’intensitats extremes que

poden ser enfocades a l’interior d’un volum minúscul, fet que fomenta la utilitza-

ció dels làsers com a una eina ideal pel processament precís de qualsevol tipus de

material a escala tant micromètrica com nanomètrica.

La microfabricació mitjançant l’ablació a través de la irradiació directa amb là-

ser és la tècnica de microprocessament més clara ja que només consisteix en la

irradiació d’un material enfocant-hi un feix làser. Amb les condicions adequades,

la intensa energia del làser absorbida produeix una alteració d’una petita porció

del material, deixant una àrea modificada al punt irradiat. En moltes ocasions,

l’objectiu principal del microprocessament és aconseguir la màxima resolució espa-

cial possible. En aquests sentit, la transferència de calor de l’energia làser absorbida

cap al material és sovint un inconvenient per aquest objectiu. Aquesta situació es

pot evitar mitjançant l’ús d’impulsos làser ultracurts. La seva duració extremada-

ment curta entrega tota l’energia de l’impuls làser al material en un període de

temps més curt que el temps de relaxació tèrmica de la xarxa cristal·lina. Aquest

fet permet assolir una dràstica reducció de la dissipació tèrmica no desitjada més

enllà de la regió irradiada. Per altra banda, diverses aplicacions requereixen la

realització exclusiva de modificacions o ablació superficial del material. Això no

esdevé cap problema quan el material processat és opac per la radiació del làser

en la seva longitud d’ona, però en un material transparent constitueix un verita-

ble repte degut a la necessitat de controlar de forma precisa la posició en la que

l’energia del làser és enfocada per assegurar que l’absorció es realitza efectivament

a la superfície del material processat, sense modificar-ne el seu interior. El desen-

volupament d’estratègies que facin possible aquest control és crucial en aquestes

circumstàncies.

Recentment l’ús de làsers d’impulsos ultracurts ha rebut atenció degut al reco-

neixement a Gérard Mourou i Donna Strickland amb el guardó del Premi Nobel de

Física de l’any 2018 “pel seu mètode per generar impulsos òptics ultracurts d’alta

intensitat”. D’acord amb les motivacions per a l’entrega del premi, les innumera-

bles àrees d’aplicació dels impulsos làser ultracurts encara no han estat explorades

completament, però les seves possibilitats per accedir al món micromètric són con-

siderades d’elevat interès. Seguint aquest esperit, aquesta tesi pretén aportar una
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mica de llum amb l’estudi d’algunes d’aquestes aplicacions emmarcades en el mi-

croprocessament de materials avançats mitjançant la irradiació amb impulsos làser

ultracurts.

L’objectiu general d’aquesta tesi doncs consisteix en proposar i implementar so-

lucions viables als reptes relacionats amb microprocessament precís de materials

amb impulsos làser ultracurts per a diverses aplicacions avançades. Amb aquest in-

tenció, es va posar l’atenció en l’ablació amb làser de polímers transparents amb la

idea d’obtenir resolucions espacials que transcendeixin les limitacions de definició

associades a la difracció de la llum, en combinació amb la reducció de la zona tèr-

micament afectada gràcies a la naturalesa determinista dels mecanismes d’absorció

no lineals associats a les interaccions dels impulsos làser ultracurts amb materials

transparents. Al mateix temps, aquesta tasca és totalment dependent de la solu-

ció al problema de l’enfocament precís d’un feix làser a la superfície d’un material

transparent, considerat un altre objectiu d’aquest projecte. Addicionalment, algu-

nes aplicacions d’aquest mètode per enfocar proposat per resoldre l’exigent tasca

de l’enfocament de la radiació en el tractament làser superficial per la funciona-

lització de materials d’interès constitueixen l’aspiració final de la recerca realitza-

da. Els camps de les aplicacions investigades inclouen temes tan diversos com els

processos de biodegradació per a productes biomèdics i farmacèutics amb els co-

rresponents controls de qualitat i la impressió de components microelectrònics.

Aquesta tesi està constituïda per una compilació dels resultats més rellevants

que s’han obtingut durant el desenvolupament dels estudis de doctorat en el marc

del programa de doctorat en Nanociències del Departament de Física Aplicada de

la Universitat de Barcelona. Aquest document està estructurat en quatre capítols

principals que segueixen la següent organització:

Introducció i objectius: Aquest capítol introductori conté una descripció de les

tècniques de microfabricació més significatives, parant especial atenció en els mè-

todes basats en l’ús de làsers. Pel seu paper clau en aquesta tesi, se’n fa una petita

presentació sobre la interacció entre la radiació làser i la matèria. Els fenòmens

físics comentats ens porten a fer servir els làsers d’impulsos ultracurts per al pro-

cessament precís de materials transparents, on el focus es posa en l’ablació superfi-

cial amb làser d’aquests materials, els reptes que suposa i les seves aplicacions. Els

objectius que es volen assolir en aquest treball clouen el primer capítol.
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Experimental: Una descripció dels muntatges experimentals que empren siste-

mes de làser de duració ultracurta, dels mètodes i dels materials aplicats durant

les proves que constitueixen el cos de la recerca es presenten en aquest capítol. En

les diferents seccions que formen aquest capítol, les característiques de les fonts

làser utilitzades juntament amb els muntatges d’irradiació directa amb làser hi són

descrits. Posteriorment, s’inclouen unes observacions sobre feixos gaussians i com

enfocar-los. Aquesta informació porta a la presentació de la tècnica d’enfocament

per z-scan. Per tancar aquest capítol, s’aporten uns alguns comentaris i context so-

bre els materials que s’han emprat.

El mètode d’enfocament z-scan: Els resultats obtinguts mitjançant la utilitza-

ció de la tècnica d’enfocament per z-scan introduïda en el capítol anterior es pre-

sent aquí. El tema general is el desenvolupament i caracterització de la tècni-

ca d’enfocament per z-scan com a mètode per adreçar el problema d’assegurar

l’ablació superficial de materials transparents amb impulsosos làser de femtose-

gons. Es fa una ressenya de la implementació exitosa per ablació superficial del

polímer transparent conegut com a metacrilat de polimetil (PMMA) amb una ele-

vada resolució espacial i es dona com a exemple de les possibilitats de l’estratègia

proposada per l’enfocament precís de feixos làser dins de materials transparents.

Els continguts d’aquest capítol inclouen estudis sobre mesuraments de la trans-

mitància en diferents distancies d’enfocament entre la cintura del feix làser i la

superfície del material processat a traves de l’ablació de la superfície amb un únic

impuls làser i l’escaneig de la superfície mitjançant làser per la microfabricació de

canals, la decisió de la posició de la cintura del feix làser gràcies als mesuraments

de transmitància i l’anàlisi de l’ablació produïda a la superfície, estudis sobre mesu-

raments de reflectància en diferents distancies d’enfocament, i la comparació dels

resultats entre transmitància i reflectància.

Aplicacions en el microprocessament de materials amb làser: La implemen-

tació de la tècnica desenvolupada d’enfocament per z-scan s’ha emprat en el micro-

processament de materials per làser amb aplicacions en diversos camps. Degut a les

diferents aplicacions estudiades, aquest capítol es troba dividit en quatre seccions,

una per cada àmbit. Els diversos materials processats són breument introduïts, amb

una lleugera contextualització que en motiva l’estudi.
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Les aplicacions investigades inclouen la irradiació amb impulsos làser ultracurts

de polímers biodegradables per a la fabricació de forats profunds en àcid polílàctic

(PLA) i l’estudi de la seva influència en la biodegradabilitat de l’àcid polílàctic-co-

glicòlic (PLGA), la perforació làser per estudis de fuites en bosses de polipropilè

d’ús mèdic i la fabricació làser de guies de microfluídica per a la impressió de línies

conductores.

Conclusions: L’últim capítol resumeix els resultats més rellevants i els principals

assoliments que s’han obtingut durant el desenvolupament d’aquesta tesi.





1 Introduction and objectives

The first chapter of this doctoral thesis begins with a general outlook of the most

relevant and used up-to-date strategies for material microprocessing. Among them,

special attention is put into laser based techniques such as laser direct-write mi-

cromachining (the principal procedure studied in this thesis) and laser-induced

forward transfer (LIFT). The chapter is divided in three sections. The first one con-

tains an introduction to the most relevant techniques for the microscale processing

of materials. The second one is focused on laser direct-write microprocessing, the

physical processes involved, with a special detail in the modification of transparent

materials using ultrashort laser pulses, and some of the best known of the multiple

applications of femtosecond lasers as an advanced tool for material microprocess-

ing. Finally, the last part includes the motivation for the fulfillment of the work

together with the principal pursued objectives.

1.1. Microfabrication techniques

In the recent decades, device and consumables manufacturing is evolving towards

the reduction in size and, as a direct result, resources and energy consumption

required in the production processes of the multiple components with the princi-

pal goal of fabricating sustainable, efficient and compact products with improved

functionalities. These qualities have a high demand and become crucial under

circumstances where access to goods and resources is limited, like is the case for

any activity taking place in outer space. Space exploration is gaining again inter-

est owing to the development of space tourism and the multiple projects related

to bringing the man to Mars and possible utilization of space resources. Another

growing discipline that depends on the detailed qualities for device manufacturing

is the so called Internet of things, which has huge potential to revolutionize the use

and interaction with virtually all the goods and devices involved in everyday life

thanks to their extended connectivity to the Internet.
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A direct repercussion of these requirements is the mutation that manufacturing

techniques are experimenting in order to adjust to the new demands on improved

spatial resolutions that miniaturization entails. Representative cases of this situa-

tion appear in manifold fields of interest in scientific and industrial research like

electronics [1], chemistry [2, 3], medicine [4] and biology [5] to name a few. All

of them can be found in the multidisciplinary area of nanoscience and nanotech-

nology, which include all the research focused on the understanding and use of

processes happening and affecting matter at the nanoscale dimension range.

Microfabrication techniques can be classified in two main groups according to

the strategy implemented to obtain the miniaturized patters: mask-based and

direct-write. The first group includes techniques that use a mask or a mold to repro-

duce the desired pattern in the processed material samples. Photolithography [6],

micro-moulding [7], micro-contact printing [8, 9] and hot-embossing [10, 11] are

the most relevant techniques employing this approach. All of them require a previ-

ously fabricated mask or master that is usually obtained by scanning beam lithog-

raphy methods [12].

Hard molding for nanoimprint lithography, usually referred as hot embossing

when the processed material is heated before imprinting [11], is a precise fabri-

cation method for 3D structuring of a substrate employing a prefabricated mold

to imprint a desired pattern through pressure application. As a contact process,

it entails a series of challenges that must be overcome for its successful usage. In

order to avoid direct contact of the processed substrate with the imprinting mold

and to ensure a uniform distribution of the applied pressure, a release layer can

be introduced in-between. It can also be used as a solution for controlling possible

defects occurring during the release of the mold.

A common use of nanoimprint lithography is the patterning of a polymer glass

substrate above its crystal transition temperature Tg (see Figure 1.1). After the

pressure application, the polymer hardens when cooled down and the mold is re-

moved, leaving the patterned release layer. This layer can be used as the final

nanostructured substrate or as an etch-resistant layer for a subsequent etching step

for translation of the imprinted pattern to the polymer substrate below.

This microprocessing technique has shown the possibility of producing patterns
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the processing steps involved in the hot embossing micro-

processing technique, also known as hard molding for nanoimprint lithography. Reproduced

with permission from [13].

with extremely small dimensions down to 10 nm [14] with limited requirements

of the needed experimental setup. Other advantages are the ability of processing

large areas due to the possibility of using large patterned molds [15], and high

throughput by use of roll-to-roll processes. In contrast, its use limited to polymeric

materials, the necessity of prefabricated templates for imprinting obtained by com-

plex scanning beam lithographic techniques requiring specialized instrumentation

and processes, and the obligation of producing new molds every time that changes

in the design of the imprinted patterns must be adjusted imply that these technique

is limited to some applications, excluding fast prototyping and flexible adaption.

Oppositely, direct write techniques do not demand the previous fabrication of

any mask since the sample patterning takes places directly. This approach needs

fewer fabrication steps and hence constitutes a simpler and faster option when the

high throughput of identically processed samples achievable by mask based meth-

ods is not strictly required [16, 17]. Besides, direct write techniques become spe-

cially of interest when the manufacturing processes require a fast transition from

the design phase to the final manufactured product, what makes them particularly

suitable for rapid prototyping. This group of techniques includes ink-jet print-

ing [18], laser induced forward transfer (LIFT) [19], laser micromachining [20],

and more elaborated strategies such as two photon polymerization [21] and Fo-

cused Ion Beam (FIB) [22].

Among them, ink-jet printing is the most widespread direct-write technique. It

consists in the deposition of liquid droplets onto a substrate by liquid ejection
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through a nozzle. The generation of the droplets has its origin in the creation

of high pressure pulses in the liquid, which leads to the formation of a jet. Its

disruption produces the ejection of a droplet that can be deposited with control

on a receptor substrate. There are two general mechanisms for the generation of

the droplets: continuous ink-jet printing (CIJ) and drop-on-demand (DOD) ink-jet

printing. Both approaches are represented in Figure 1.2. Typical droplet diameters

obtained with these techniques can reach 50 to 70 µm. Moreover, they give the

possibility of printing complex functional materials with high spatial resolution,

with line width values down to 14 to 25 µm [23].

Figure 1.2: Sketch depicting the principles of operation of ink-jet printing according to

different mechanisms: (A) Continuous ink-jet printing (CIJ) and Drop-on-demand (DOD)

ink-jet printing generated by (B) a thermally generated pulse or (C) a piezoelectric actua-

tor. Figure adapted from [18] © IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission. All rights

reserved.

In spite of the widespread use of ink-jet printing as an additive microprocess-

ing technique owing to its simplicity and achievable high spatial resolutions of the

printed patterns, important drawbacks might come across according to the com-

patibility of the printed liquids with this technique. The parameter window for

printable liquid viscosities is found in the range between 1 and 50 mPa·s [24].

For this reason, working with liquids showing viscosity values outside this range

requires an additional adjustment of the ink properties or the modification of the

printing head [24, 25]. Furthermore, nozzle clogging issues can also become seri-

ously detrimental in the case of complex rheology liquid printing, when the inks

rapidly dry and block the head output, or in situations where the size of the par-
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ticles suspended in the ink is only an order of magnitude smaller than the nozzle

diameter or larger [26].

Most of these issues can be solved by changing the employed microprocessing

technique in these complex cases to another additive method using lasers to as-

sist the material transfer from a donor to the desired acceptor substrate where the

transferred material can be printed in the wanted pattern. This technique is known

as the Laser Induced Forward Transfer (LIFT) technique. Its principle of operation

is based on the transfer of material from a donor substrate coated with the material

to be transferred onto a receiving substrate, usually referred as acceptor or recep-

tor, as shown in Figure 1.3. Laser radiation is sent to the material coating passing

through the transparent donor substrate. When the radiation reaches the material

coating, its energy is absorbed at the coating, producing the ejection of a part of

the coating that is transferred onto a receptor substrate conveniently placed close

to the donor substrate. According to the laser radiation focusing conditions and

the experimental parameters related to laser radiation, the amount of transferred

material that is ejected from the donor can be controlled. This control gives the

dimensions of the transferred pixels. Finally, successive pixel deposition results in

the fabrication of the desired pattern on top of the receptor substrate.

In the case of LIFT of materials in the solid phase, 3D structures can be produced

by successive stacking of the pixels (or voxels, the usual name given to the single

transferred units in 3D manufacturing), as shown in multiples examples detailed

in [27]. In addition, the LIFT of solid films has proved successful in the printing

of metals [28–31], semiconductors [32] and dielectrics [33–35] by putting into

use laser pulses of different durations and a wide range of available laser wave-

lengths in the optical spectrum, from ultraviolet to infrared. However, in spite of

the appealing versatility of the LIFT solid material printing, some disadvantages

can be encountered during the implementation of this technique. These are mainly

alterations in the quality of the transferred materials and the additional need of

processes for the preparation of the material thin films coating the donor substrate.

With respect to that, the transfer process initiated through laser radiation absorp-

tion can induce phase transitions of the transferred material, seriously modifying

the original properties of the solid material. This drawback becomes a serious issue

for the deposition of many complex materials with sensible properties. An alterna-

tive to overcome this impediment is the LIFT of materials in a liquid film coating
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Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of the principle of operation of the LIFT technique.

the donor substrate.

In this strategy, the layer coating the donor substrate is an ink film constituted by

the material of interest in either a suspension or as a solution. The material transfer

takes place in the following way: the laser energy is absorbed by the film coating

the donor, and under adequate conditions this absorption produces the ejection

of a liquid jet that can reach the receptor substrate and deposit a certain amount

of the liquid film onto it. The result is the formation of a droplet on the recep-

tor substrate. Successive droplet deposition produces the desired pattern onto the

receptor substrate. As a final step, the drying of the liquid content of the printed

droplets consolidates the adhesion of the transferred material onto the receptor

substrate.

LIFT of liquids requires that laser radiation is directly absorbed by the liquid

donor film. This is not the case for liquid or solid materials that are transparent

to the used laser radiation. In this situation, an intermediate sacrificial layer that

absorbs the incident laser radiation can be added to the donor substrate to induce

the ejection of the material [36–42]. In addition, the use of this additional layer
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provides a more gentle transfer of the material of interest, since laser radiation

is exclusively absorbed at the sacrificial layer, whose role is exclusively the ejec-

tion of the material, and only the small fraction of the liquid donor film in contact

with the radiation absorption point might suffer some reduced damage. Thanks

to this, different materials could be printed with LIFT using liquids without detri-

mental modifications of their functional properties. As an example, various studies

have reported the successful transfer of biological molecules [43–47], materials for

tissue engineering [48, 49], and the transfer of thermally, mechanically and elec-

trically sensitive materials [40,50–53].

The possibility to organize the printed droplets (pixels after drying) into a func-

tional structure becomes of high interest for the fabrication of electronic compo-

nents and interconnects in microelectronic devices [54–56]. With this purpose,

most of the fabrication methods are based on the printing of overlapping droplets

at different separation distances using conductive materials in form of nanoparticle

suspensions, with the aim of creating 2D patterns [57–60]. Nevertheless, achieving

high finishing quality in the printing of continuous lines constitutes a remarkable

technical challenge due to multiple effects. Defects such as splashing and scallop-

ing can notably decrease the quality of the printed lines. Additionally, instabilities

originated during the printing of lines usually lead to the appearance of bulges,

which compromise not only the line appearance, but also the functionality of the

printed features [60–63].

Ion beam lithography, also named Focused Ion Beam (FIB) technique, is a scan-

ning beam lithography fabrication process using heavy ions (usually Ga+ ions

around 30 keV) to ablate material from the processed surface or to alter the chem-

ical properties of the processed surface (see Figure 1.4). Owing to the interest of

this part in direct-write techniques, the first option will be commented.

When the focused ions impinge onto the processed substrate, their collision pro-

duces the milling of the substrate or its sputtering. Ion implantation is also another

possibility depending on the used material. Features with sizes of 10 nm have been

obtained with a beam having a spot size of 8 nm on a thin film of PMMA [64]. For

a further increased spatial resolution, a resist layer can be used for a more precise

action of the already small focused ion beams through filtering of the ion beam

edges, leaving only the central peak intensity. After processing, the resist layer
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Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of the principles of operation of ion beam lithography, a

scanning beam lithography microprocessing technique also known as focused ion beam tech-

nique. Reproduced with permission from [13]).

must be etched.

The high spatial resolutions of the produced features by ion beam lithography

are the main advantage of this technique for selective ablation of virtually any kind

of material. However, its precision entails very slow processing speeds that com-

monly restrict its use to specific applications requiring extremely precise processing

along very small regions. In addition, the necessity vacuum conditions further ex-

tends the duration of the fabrication process.

To conclude this section dedicated to microprocessing techniques, the principal

approach employed in this thesis will be introduced. Laser microprocessing is an-

other direct-write technique that does not require the use of any masks since the

desired patterns are produced directly through scanning of a laser beam along

the processed material. The precise energy deposition possible with focused ul-

trashort laser pulses makes possible the accurate processing of materials through

this method. Furthermore, the intrinsic characteristics of laser light makes possi-

ble the modification of any kind of material, providing an unbeatable versatility

for this technique. Owing to the main importance of this technique in the work

presented in this thesis, the next section will contain relevant information about

laser microprocessing, including physical processes responsible for the interaction

between laser light and matter, the laser energy absorption mechanisms, and the

results and challenges that this technique entails.
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1.2. Laser microprocessing

The invention of lasers lead to a myriad of variegated applications that extend from

everyday consumer goods and services like telecommunications (optical fiber), mu-

sic players and printers to more specialized uses in industrial processing of mate-

rials, precise measurements, and medical and biological applications to name a

few [65]. Some of these applications are based on the precise modification achiev-

able in a large variety of materials through interaction with laser light, owing to

the high intensities that lasers can originate through the attainable focusing of their

almost monochromatic and directional radiation in unprecedented small volumes.

This modification can be achieved with a simple operation principle: irradiation of

the material to be processed by sufficiently energetic laser light induces that a tiny

portion of material in the irradiated area is either modified or directly vaporized.

1.2.1. Interaction between laser radiation and matter

Laser radiation absorption by materials can happen through linear and non-linear

mechanisms, depending on the material, the laser wavelength and intensity. In the

case of materials that are not transparent to light of the same wavelength as the

laser, laser radiation absorption commonly takes place through linear processes.

Under these circumstances, electrons in the material directly absorb the laser en-

ergy according to the material absorption at the light wavelength of the laser. Ab-

sorption of the photons that constitute the laser radiation by electrons produces the

promotion of electrons from a lower energy band to a higher energy band (inter-

band absorption), or from a low energy state to a higher energy one energy inside

the same energy band (intraband absorption). For the case of metals, radiation

of almost any wavelength value in the visible range can be absorbed promoting

intraband electronic transitions. In the case of semiconductor materials, absorp-

tion can only succeed when the incident laser radiation photons posses enough

energy to overcome the energy band gap and produce the excitation of electrons

from the valence band to the conduction band. Dielectric materials show a similar

behavior for radiation absorption, but with larger energy band gaps. For this rea-

son, the only laser wavelengths that can be effectively absorbed by wide band gap

dielectrics following linear electronic transitions are ultraviolet lasers. Photons in

these wavelengths have sufficient energy to overcome the band gap. As an alterna-

tive, CO2 lasers, which have wavelengths around 10 µm in the far infrared, can be
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employed. However, in this case absorption proceeds through radiation coupling

to phonons instead of electron promotion [66].

A suitable option to induce absorption in transparent dielectric materials is the

use of focused ultra short laser pulses, in view of their capacity to enable non-

linear absorption mechanisms like multiphoton absorption and quantum tunnelling

together with avalanche ionization. Multiphoton absorption consists in the promo-

tion of an electron in a single and simultaneous absorption event of more than one

photon so that the total absorbed energy (sum of the simultaneously absorbed sin-

gle photon energies) results higher than the energy band gap. In an unlike manner,

quantum tunnelling happens when the incident electric field of the radiation alters

the Coulomb potential well so that electrons jump to the conduction band through

tunnelling across the potential barrier (Figure 1.5). These fundamental absorption

mechanisms just account for the generation of the seed electrons necessary for the

beginning of optical breakdown, which will eventually occur through the gener-

ated free-carrier absorption followed by avalanche ionization.

Figure 1.5: Schematic diagram of photoionization according to different values of the

Keldysh parameter. Image taken from [67] © IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permis-

sion. All rights reserved.

For the identification of the predominant fundamental absorption process, the

transition point between multiphoton ionization and tunneling ionization is indi-

cated by the Keldysh parameter γ, defined in the following way:

γ =
ω

e

√
mecnε0Eg

I
, (1.1)

where ω is the laser light frequency, I is the laser intensity at the focus, me is
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the effective electron mass, e is the fundamental electron charge, c is the speed of

light, n is the refractive index of the irradiated material, ε0 is the permittivity of

free space, and Eg is the energy of the material band gap. If γ < 1.5 the predom-

inant absorption mechanism is quantum tunnelling, while if γ > 1.5 multiphoton

absorption dominates. For γ ∼ 1.5, electrons are promoted to the conduction band

through a combination of both processes, as it can be observed in Figure 1.5 [67].

After the initial nonlinear radiation absorption and consequent material ioniza-

tion, and once that enough seed electrons have been promoted into the conduction

band, optical breakdown follows through absorption of the remaining photons in

the laser radiation by the newly generated free electrons in the conduction band

(free-carrier absorption), ensued by avalanche ionization (Figure 1.6). During this

process, seed electrons absorb the energy of incident photons, progressing at the

same time to higher energy states inside the conduction band. The excess energy

of these electrons is then transferred to other electrons still in the valence band,

which are impact-ionized to the conduction band, resulting in an even higher pop-

ulation of electrons in the conduction band. The process repeats itself as long as

the electromagnetic field of the incident laser radiation is present, leading to the

commented avalanche effect.

Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram of processes leading to avalanche ionization. Image taken

from [67] © IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved.
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1.2.2. Laser radiation absorption in transparent materials

Laser radiation absorption mechanisms described above can cause permanent dam-

age in transparent materials with visible and near-infrared photons thanks to ultra-

short laser pulses. In this situation, the absorbed intensity per unit length (dI/dz)

depends non-linearly on the optical intensity (I) of the incident laser radiation.

Different numbers of photons (n) must be simultaneously absorbed by multipho-

ton absorption at different wavelengths to successfully excite the electrons in the

irradiated material (Figure 1.7).

Figure 1.7: Schematic plot of the absorption per length unit (dI/dz) according to the inci-

dent intensity (I) for different number of simultaneously absorbed photons n. The dotted

line refers to the behavior in a hypothetical process with n→∞ that would show a defined

intensity threshold Ith for absorption [68]. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature.

When only one photon (n = 1) is enough to overcome the material band gap,

laser energy is linearly absorbed by the material and hence a well defined radiation

absorption threshold can not be determined, although it is possible to determine a

damage threshold. In non-linear absorption, however, the absorbed intensity per

unit length has an exponential relationship with intensity (dI/dz = σnI
n), where

the exponent n corresponds to the number of photons required to overcome the

material band gap and induce absorption through promotion of electrons from the
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valence band to the conduction band, thus satisfying n~ω ≥ Eg. As it can be ob-

served in Figure 1.7, this behavior of non-linear processes shows absorption lower

than the linear case at low intensities, while at higher intensities the absorption is

considerably higher and significantly increases with the number of simultaneously

absorbed photons n. When the number of photons n → ∞, the curves tend to a

situation where a well threshold for absorption (Ith) can be defined. This behavior

produces a sharp confinement of the absorption and the modifications produced

during radiation absorption in material processing by ultrashort laser pulses. In

comparison, these effects extend to larger regions of the processed materials when

radiation absorption takes place through linear processes, as it is sketchily depicted

in Figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8: Absorption and damage confinement along the incident intensity profile of a

focused laser beam due to the presence of an intensity threshold for non-linear absorption in

comparison with complete absorption along the profile in linear absorption. Image adapted

from [68]. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature.

Another observed phenomenon when intense ultrashort laser pulses propagate

inside transparent materials is self-focusing. Owing to the nonlinear nature of

the transparent materials under these conditions of intense radiation, the mate-

rial local refractive index n depends on the laser intensity I following the relation

n = n0 + n2I, where n0 is the linear refractive index and n2 is the second order

nonlinear refractive index. According to this, intensity variations in the laser pulse
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spatial distribution lead to a spatial refractive index gradient. Since n2 takes pos-

itives in most materials, the fundamental transverse gaussian mode that describes

the output of most lasers beams gives a higher refractive index at the center of

the beam compared to the outskirts. Consequently, the refractive index gradient

acts as a lens and focuses the beam. As the intensity in the laser pulse is increased,

self-focusing becomes stronger until, at some critical intensity, a filament is formed.

At the same time and as the laser beam self-focuses, the peak intensity in-

creases which, in turn, causes more self-focusing to occur. Eventually, the beam

is prevented from self-focusing indefinitely by the commented nonlinear absorp-

tion mechanisms like multiphoton ionization, which come to play an important

role when the laser intensity becomes very high. When this happens, the material

is ionized by the high local optical field and an electron plasma is produced. This

lowers the refractive index thanks to the negative refractive index contribution of

the electron gas, defocusing the propagating light beam and cancelling the positive

refractive index change produced by the intensity dependent index. Accordingly,

either further self-focusing is prevented or propagation proceeds in a series of re-

peated focusing and defocusing steps [69].

With respect to the nonlinear absorption of intense laser radiation reached in

ultrashort laser pulses, as soon as a material is irradiated with a high enough in-

tensity pulse, the generated electron density in the conduction band dramatically

increases. This further generates absorption through avalanche ionization involv-

ing free-carrier absorption followed by impact ionization, leading to the creation of

an electron plasma in that band. If more energy is absorbed, the electronic plasma

reaches a critical density where the material absorbs very efficiently the rest of the

laser radiation through free carrier absorption. The result of this process is a very

hot electron plasma that evolves in a time much shorter than usual recombination

times for most materials through cooling by phonon emission, diffusion out of the

irradiated volume or recombination with the corresponding ions [70, 71]. Only

when the laser pulse radiation is over, the energy absorbed by the electron plasma

can be transferred to the material lattice. This shock-like energy transfer to the

material on a time scale much faster than thermal diffusion times is the responsi-

ble for permanent damage in the material, leading to ablation of material on its

surface or permanent structural change in the bulk. The heat affected zone, ulti-

mately responsible for the definition and resolution of the areas processed by laser,
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is therefore drastically reduced when using ultrashort laser pulses. These features

put forward ultrashort laser pulses as an ideal tool for the processing of transparent

materials with exceptionally high spatial resolutions and definition (Figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9: Sketch of laser ablation at the surface of a material through continuous wave

radiation (CW), nanosecond and femtosecond pulsed laser irradiation.

1.2.3. Laser microprocessing of transparent materials and its

applications

Owing to the advantages offered by ultrashort laser pulses thanks to the promoted

nonlinear radiation absorption mechanisms, they can be used for processing trans-

parent materials with high spatial resolution. Furthermore, the extremely reduced

thermal dissipation and energy deposition in small volumes make them an ideal

tool for the processing of sensitive materials such as polymers [72, 73] and bio-

logical samples [74], without compromising the stability and functionality of the

material outside the irradiated zone.

One of the most widespread applications of ultrashort laser processing of trans-

parent materials consists in the confined alteration of the refractive index in the

material bulk. This process takes place when ultrashort laser pulses are tightly fo-

cused, reaching high intensities that promote non-linear energy absorption only in

the focal volume, increasing the local temperature and producing the rapid melting

and re-solidification of the irradiated material. In this way, an optical waveguide

can be fabricated when the laser beam is scanned along the material. As a conse-

quence, this technique offers the possibility of creating any desired 3D structure in
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the bulk with manifold uses [75] like the production of optical waveguides [76],

data storage devices [77, 78], and integrated microfluidic channels when the ma-

terial in the irradiated zone is completely vaporized and the debris removed by

wet chemical etching [79] or by water flowing into the created microchannel in 3D

drilling from the rear surface of glass in contact with water [80–82]. Another pos-

sible microprocessing approach in this field consists in the precise laser irradiation

of a photostructurable glass-ceramic followed by thermal processing and chemical

etching [83–86]. In addition, bulk processing of transparent materials with ultra-

short laser pulses can benefit from the possibility of tailoring the laser beam energy

distribution. This feature makes possible the modification of the cross-sectional

shape of the produced patterns [87], a useful peculiarity that is difficult to achieve

with common microprocessing techniques like lithography.

In contraposition to bulk processing, other applications require the functional-

ization of the surface of transparent samples. The most established applications

in this field are surface microfluidic channels for lab-on-a-chip devices [88, 89],

miniaturized biological sensors [90], bioimplants and tissue engineering [91, 92]

and microlenses [93].

Surface ablation of transparent materials, which is reported in these applica-

tions, needs a high control on the position where the laser energy is focused and

hence absorbed by the material. Slight variations of the laser beam focus position

close to the surface can lead to absorption in the bulk or no absorption at all. For

this reason, this challenging requirement demands the development and imple-

mentation of strategies for controlling the focusing of the laser beam to guarantee

the surface ablation of transparent materials with high spatial resolution. Studied

approaches include diverse strategies. Trial and error experiments are based on

the visualization of the produced superficial ablation, identifying the thinnest fab-

ricated feature as the position corresponding to the laser beam focus laying at the

material surface [94]. This strategy, despite being straightforward, relies on the

ability of the researcher for detecting the smallest produced feature, what results

inaccurate for precise surface ablation. In addition, the visualization system depth

of focus, illumination and resolution are other factors that make this technique

unsuitable for achieving a superficial processing with high spatial resolution and

repeatability.
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Another proposed approach uses active [95] or passive [96] confocal positioning

for keeping the laser beam focus at the processed sample surface. Good accuracy

on the focusing and precise superficial processing of the samples is secured by this

technique. However, either its complex and costly experimental implementation

and/or the time consuming involved processes for keeping track at any moment

of the focus position might be detrimental for fast manufacturing at high laser

scanning processing speeds or for prototyping and trials, since the complexity of

the experimental setup might hinder the possibilities of research on new materials

requiring different experimental processes. Moreover, active confocal positioning

can be implemented merely along one direction in the XY plane (perpendicular

to the laser beam propagation direction). On the other hand, passive confocal

positioning needs a trial and error process to find the position of the surface on the

target sample, with the consequent time consumption associated to this strategy.

To that end, devising strategies for the precise and errorless positioning of the

laser beam waist with regard to the processed sample surface to secure surface

ablation persists as a real hurdle in the microstructuring of transparent materials

with ultrashort pulsed lasers.

1.3. Motivation of the work and objectives

The experimental work carried out during this thesis was based on the research

lines being investigated by the research group where the thesis has been developed

through the awarded research projects and collaboration projects with industrial

companies. In accordance to them, the general objective consisting in proposing

and implementing feasible solutions to the challenges involved in the precise mi-

croprocessing of materials with ultrashort laser pulses was set out.

More specifically, the following main objectives were proposed:

Design and assembly of an automatized and fast laser direct-write experimen-

tal equipment including a femtosecond laser for microprocessing of different

kinds of materials.

Exploration of a focusing technique for securing laser ablation of transparent

materials and solving the issue of tightly focusing laser pulses at the surface

of transparent materials and not inside the bulk or outside the material.
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Study of the precise surface ablation of transparent polymers using femtosec-

ond laser pulses with the aim of achieving spatial resolutions that surpass

limitations due to light diffraction thanks to the deterministic nature of non-

linear absorption mechanisms.

Extension of the obtained results for the laser beam focus position control to

applications of interest employing femtosecond laser pulses for precise pro-

cessing of materials with varied functionalities, so that the proposed focusing

strategies help in achieving their microstructuring.
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The contents of this chapter include a general description of the experimental se-

tups, methods and materials implemented during the development of the experi-

mental research that constitutes this thesis work. The chapter is divided into five

sections. The first one presents the characteristics of the used laser sources. The

second section consists of a description of the laser direct-write setups. The third

section covers some considerations about issues related with Gaussian beams. The

fourth section describes the z-scan process. Finally, some relevant comments on

the materials processed by laser in this thesis are introduced in the last section.

2.1. Laser sources

2.1.1. Amplitude Systemes femtosecond laser

The mainly used laser source was fabricated by the company Amplitude Systemes.

This model in particular has the name s-Pulse. Its active medium was a crystal of

potassium, yttrium and tungsten doped with ytterbium, Yb:KYW. The output nom-

inal laser wavelength was 1027 nm and the nominal pulse duration was 450 fs.

This laser can work at repetition rates up to 10 kHz. A scheme of this system is

presented in Figure 2.1.

The pulsed output beam is generated along four different steps: first, a low in-

tensity femtosecond pulse is generated in a mode-locked laser oscillator, producing

pulses with energies between 10 and 20 nJ (L1). Then, this pulse is stretched in

(L2) to be subsequently amplified in (L3). Finally, the beam is compressed in (L4)

leading to the high energy femtosecond laser pulse with an output energy up to

100 µJ. Directly after the laser output window, the measured beam intensity distri-

bution corresponds to a Gaussian beam with a nominal quality factor M2 of 1.41,

1Described later in this section.
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Figure 2.1: Scheme showing the different elements inside the Amplitude Systemes fem-

tosecond laser.

and 5 mm diameter measured at 1/e2 of the Gaussian peak value, as it can be ob-

served in the intensity profile shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Beam intensity distribution at the output of the Amplitude femtosecond laser.

The profile corresponds to a cross-section of the beam intensity along the Y axis at the

position indicated by the line on the image.

2.1.2. Coherent femtosecond laser

Another femtosecond laser source was used for the experiments carried out during

the research stay at Keio University. The manufacturer of this laser was the com-

pany Coherent and the model was named Libra. The active medium was a crystal

of Ti:Sapphire with output laser wavelength of 800 nm and nominal pulse duration
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of 80 fs. The laser was operated in an external trigger mode, which provided the

desired number of pulses at a maximum repetition rate of 10 kHz.

The generation process of the femtosecond laser pulses is very similar to the pre-

viously described for the Amplitude femtosecond laser. However, in this case the

laser pulses were available in two additional different wavelengths apart from the

fundamental 800 nm thanks to the presence of second and third harmonic gen-

eration crystals. These crystals could be accessed by the fundamental wavelength

laser beam after removing a conveniently placed mirror that directed the incident

beam to the laser output window. After the removal of this mirror, the laser beam

was directed to the first second harmonic generation crystal, which doubled the

frequency of the incident radiation and therefore reduced the wavelength of the

laser beam to 400 nm. This generated beam was then directed to a secondary

output window, what made easier the alignment of the setup corresponding to the

optical path for the 400 nm laser beam.

The case of the third available value for the laser wavelength showed a slightly

higher experimental complexity. By adjusting some optical elements for the funda-

mental beam and also after the first second harmonic generation, this beam with

400 nm wavelength was mixed with the rest of the fundamental 800 nm beam

that is not used for second harmonic generation onto another second harmonic

generation crystal. The result of this process is a laser beam at 266 nm wavelength

by means of sum frequency generation of both waves. This beam is then directed

to the same secondary output window as for the 400 nm beam. Therefore, both

400 nm and 266 nm laser beams shared the same optical path. This meant that all

optical elements guiding the beam should be substituted and realigned each time

that the laser wavelength had to be changed.

For this laser, the measured beam intensity distribution after the laser output

window corresponded to a Gaussian beam with a nominal quality factor M2 of

1.3, and 6 mm diameter at 1/e2 of the Gaussian peak value. The femtosecond

pulse output energy reached a value up to 4 mJ at the fundamental wavelength of

800 nm.
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2.2. Laser direct-write setups

All the following elements were almost completely installed during the progress of

the experiments presented in this thesis. The setups were optimized and integrated

to allow the control of the different translation stages through computers via Lab-

View programs, which were developed and refined throughout the experiments.

The experimental setups described in the following two sections were mounted

on an optical bench (Melles Griot, 250 cm long, 125 cm wide) that comprised a

triple-plate construction, with internal dampers and four air-suspended legs that

formed the support system. It provided a steady, rigid and almost vibration-free

working surface. The upper plate of the table was equipped with M6 mounting

holes to enable a rapid and tight fixation of the different elements. Some additional

information on the rest of experimental aspects such as sample preparation and

specific experimental parameters can be found in the published papers.

2.2.1. Z-scan setup

The microfabrication experiments on PMMA and PLA were all performed using the

setup composed of the elements illustrated in Figure 2.3. The Amplitude femtosec-

ond laser beam (see subsection 2.1.1) passed through a set of two polarizers (P1

and P2), which ensured a fixed polarization direction of the pulses, and a half-

wave plate (λ/2) that allowed adjusting the laser pulse energy. Then, a first beam

splitter Bs1 (60T/40R) divided the laser beam in two paths: the transmitted beam

allowed the measurement of the laser energy with an energy detector2 (D1), and

the reflected beam was directed towards a mirror (M) that reflected infrared radi-

ation (1027 nm) and transmitted visible light to have in situ visualization of the

ongoing process by a CCD camera (JAI Protec 07013400) placed coaxially to the

laser beam. A microscope objective (Mitutoyo M Plan Apo 50× and 0.55 NA for

PMMA experiments, Thorlabs LMH-5×-1064 and 0.13 NA for PLA tests) focused

the radiation onto the samples. The transmitted radiation through the samples

was collected at an energy detector (D3) placed directly after the sample. In some

experiments, the energy reflected by the sample was measured by a second en-

ergy detector (D2, PD10-PJ-C from Ophir Optronics) that captured the reflected

2Depending on the energy range, various energy detectors were implemented: PD10-SH from 1 nJ to
10 µJ, PD10-V2 from 2 nJ to 20 µJ and PE10-C from 1 µJ up to 10 mJ, all from Ophir Optronics.
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radiation from a second beam splitter Bs2 (90T/10R) collected with a lens (L). Re-

flectance and transmittance measurements were performed simultaneously with a

multi-channel laser power/energy meter (Pulsar 4, from Ophir Optronics).

Figure 2.3: Sketch of the laser ablation system. P: polarizers. λ/2: half-wave plate. Bs:

beam splitters. M: mirror. D: energy detectors. Red arrows show the light propagation

direction at each section of the laser beam optical path.

Motorized XYZ translation stages supplied by A.COLOMA Microscopios y Aparatos

Ópticos, and controlled by a computer (controller Prior Scientific Systems, Pro

ScanTM III) allowed the translation of the sample with respect to the laser beam.

The travel range of the XY step motors was 100 mm with minimum incremental

steps of 0.01 µm, and for the Z step motor the range was 40 mm with minimum

incremental steps of 0.1 µm. The maximum translation speed was 1 mm/s in the

XY axis and 2.5 mm/s in the Z axis. Besides, the translation stage was outfitted

with a sample holder that allowed the modification of the tilting level of the sample

with respect to the laser beam axis by means of two integrated micro-screws, one
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for each sample plane direction.

2.2.2. Hybrid setup

The experiments carried out on the rest of materials described on the correspond-

ing section below were all performed using the setup formed by the elements il-

lustrated in Figure 2.4. It was named hybrid setup since it was used to perform

experiments on laser ablation, and just by properly placing a donor-receptor sys-

tem, it was used as a LIFT printing system as well.

Figure 2.4: Sketch of the LIFT hybrid printing system. P: polarizers. λ/2: half-wave plate.

Bs: beam splitters. M: mirrors. D: energy detectors. Bp: beam profiler. Red arrows show

the light propagation direction at each section of the laser beam optical path.

In this setup, the output laser radiation from the Amplitude laser (see subsec-

tion 2.1.1) passed through a set of two polarizers (P1 and P2) and a half-wave

plate (λ/2). Then, a first beam splitter (Bs1, 60T/40R) divided the laser beam in
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two paths: the reflected beam allowed the measurement of the laser energy by

an energy detector (D1), and the transmitted beam was directed through mirrors

(M) towards another mirror that reflected infrared light (1027 nm) and transmit-

ted visible light to have an in situ visualization of the ongoing process by a CMOS

camera (Thorlabs DCC1645C) placed coaxially to the laser beam. Specifications of

the different microscope objectives used to focus the laser pulses onto the samples

are presented in Table 2.1. In some experiments, the beam reflected by the sample

was visualized and analyzed at a beam profiler (Bp, BEAMSTAR-V-PCI from Ophir

Optronics) that captured the reflected radiation from a second beam splitter Bs2

(90T/10R).

Table 2.1: Specifications of the microscope objectives used in the different experiments

carried out in the hybrid setup shown in Figure 2.4, where M is the Magnification and NA

is the Numerical Aperture.

Item M NA Processed materials

Mitutoyo M Plan Apo 50× 0.55 Conductive silver nanoparticle inks

Thorlabs LMH-20×-1064 20× 0.40 Polypropylene bags

Thorlabs LMH-10×-1064 10× 0.25 Polypropylene bags

Thorlabs LMH-5×-1064 5× 0.13 Polypropylene bags

In this setup, computer-controlled XYZ translation stages from Physik Instru-

mente incorporated three stages propelled by DC motors (M-414 High-Load Pre-

cision Stage) that allowed the translation of the sample in the XY plane. In order

to change the focusing of the energy, the position of the microscope objective was

controlled independently from the XY stages by means of a Z axis stage. The travel

range of all the stages was 100 mm with minimum incremental steps of 0.5 µm

and a maximum translation speed of 100 mm/s. In order to ensure the steadiness

of the sample, a vacuum chuck coupled to a low vacuum system was placed on the

XY translation stages.

2.2.3. Three-wavelength microfabrication setup

As commented during the Coherent femtosecond laser description (see subsection

2.1.2), this setup shown in Figure 2.5 could be used in two different configurations:

one for a laser beam at 800 nm and another one for the laser beams at 400 nm
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and 266 nm. The 800 nm beam exited the laser through the main output window

and was directed by two mirrors to an iris diaphragm, which allowed an easier

alignment of the system. The 400 nm and 266 nm beams exited the laser through

the secondary output window and followed an optical path that was parallel to the

800 nm beam. Two mirrors directed the beam to another iris diaphragm, which

satisfied the same objective as mentioned before.

Figure 2.5: Simplified sketch of the three-wavelength laser microfabrication setup. M: mir-

rors. M1 was kept fixed. M2 was added when the 400 nm and 266 nm laser beams were

used. M3 was realigned for each wavelength used. D: movable power detector. Colored ar-

rows show the light propagation direction at each section of the different wavelength laser

beam optical paths.

After these diaphragms, the beams were directed by two mirrors into a plano-

convex lens (200 mm focal length), which was used to focus the beam onto the

sample at normal incidence. The position of these two last mirrors had to be

carefully adjusted every time that the setup configuration was changed in order

to ensure that the beam properly entered the focusing lens. Once the beam was
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focused by the focal lens, the sample surface was placed after the beam waist at

a certain distance in order to obtain a laser spot on the surface with a diameter

around 100 µm and at the same time to avoid focusing inside the material bulk

through self-focusing effects. These would have led to detrimental modifications

and filamentation inside the material that were outside the scope of the planned

biodegradation studies on the surface of biodegradable polymers.

In this setup, PLGA polymer samples were attached to a remote-controlled XY

translation stage that allowed micrometric displacements. Since there was no need

for a constant change of the sample surface position in the Z axis (laser beam

direction) in these trials, this position was adjusted previous to the experiments

by means of a micrometric screw. The use of a CCD camera beam profiler at the

same calculated position for the sample surface permitted adjusting the distance

between the focal lens and the translation stages in order to obtain the desired

beam spot size onto the sample surface.

2.3. Gaussian beam theory

One of the principal laser beam magnitudes that determines the light-material in-

teraction in materials laser processing is the pulse energy per unit area, known as

fluence. The fluence distribution for a Gaussian beam that is propagating in the z

direction in cylindrical coordinates is the following:

F (r, z) =
2E

πω2(z)
exp

(
−2

r2

ω2(z)

)
. (2.1)

where F (r, z) is the laser fluence, E is the pulse energy, ω(z) is the laser beam

radius at a given z position and r is the radial coordinate. The peak fluence Fp is

given by

Fp =
2E

πω2(z)
. (2.2)

Since the beam preserves the Gaussian distribution after passing through the

various optical elements, when the laser beam ablates a material with an ablation

threshold fluence Fth, the radius r0 of the ablation crater can be determined from
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equation 2.1 (Figure 2.6):

Figure 2.6: When a material is irradiated with a laser pulse intensity that overcomes a

threshold fluence Fth, it will ideally produce a crater on the material with radius r0.

r20 =
ω2(z)

2
ln

(
Fp

Fth

)
. (2.3)

Through this expression, the beam radius ω(z) and threshold fluence Fth of the

irradiated material can be found from measurements of the spots produced on the

surface of the sample at the corresponding incident pulse energies. As an example,

Figure 2.7 shows the result of an ablation experiment performed on polymethyl

methacrylate. During the experiments done in the z-scan setup (see subsection

2.2.1) and at the surface of PMMA samples, the sample was irradiated with dif-

ferent incident energies at different positions on the XY plane but at the same z

position, producing craters whose radii were measured.

For a fundamental transverse gaussian mode TEM00 beam, the radius of the

beam changes along the propagation direction according to

ω(z) = ω0

[
1 +

(
λz

πω2
0

)2
]1/2

, (2.4)

where λ is the laser wavelength and z is the distance that the beam has propagated

from the beam waist position. At the beam waist, the beam has its most narrow
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Figure 2.7: Plot of the craters radius squared vs the pulse energy. The intercept of the fitted

line with the x axis corresponds to the energy threshold for ablation.

point and the wavefront is flat. At this location, the laser beam has its smallest

radius: ω0.

Figure 2.8: Gaussian beam parameters associated with angular divergence [97].

The axial range along which the beam can be considered to be collimated is

known as the confocal parameter b (Figure 2.8), and corresponds to two times the

Rayleigh length zR (equation 2.5). It is also referred to as the depth of focus when

focusing a Gaussian beam.

zR =
πω2

0

λ
(2.5)
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For distances much longer than the Rayleigh length, the radius increases linearly

with the propagation distance z:

ω(z) ∼=
λz

πω0
, (2.6)

and from here, the divergence of a Gaussian beam is given by

θ =
λ

πω0
. (2.7)

Most real beams, however, do not correspond exactly to a perfect Gaussian beam;

therefore, an additional parameter which describes how similar the real beam is to

the ideal one is introduced. It is known as the quality factor M2, which is a positive

number greater than or equal to 1 [97]. The values for the the real divergence Θr

and the real laser beam waist W0r are then modified by a factor M2 as follows:

ΘrW0r =
M2λ

π
. (2.8)

2.4. The z-scan focusing process

The focused laser beam profile evolution as a function of z presented in the previ-

ous section about Gaussian beams clearly evidences that the interaction between

the focused femtosecond laser pulses and an irradiated transparent material strongly

depends on the position of the laser beam waist with respect to the material. In

order to study this dependency, the z-scan method becomes a useful tool to obtain

valuable information about this interaction for the material region close to its sur-

face. This information can be used as well for developing a procedure to correctly

focus the laser beam onto transparent materials.

This method consists in simultaneously measuring the incident and the trans-

mitted or reflected energy at different distance values (focusing distances or z po-

sitions) between the sample surface and the laser beam waist. The objective is to

measure the amount of transmitted or reflected energy with respect to the incident

energy at each z position and then identify which is the most adequate position to

work on the surface of the material. In the experiments described in this chapter,

the laser beam was focused by the Mitutoyo M Plan Apo 50× magnification and
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0.55 NA microscope objective. These tight focusing conditions with a small size

of the beam waist together with the laser incident energies available lead to peak

intensities higher than 1 TW/cm2, where non-linear absorption processes were ex-

pected [67].

The first step to perform a z-scan is to place the material well outside from the

laser beam waist. For the studied PMMA samples and the objective used, a dis-

tance around 30 µm from the laser beam waist position was enough. This step is

possible thanks to the images from the CCD camera. At this point, the laser focus

is far enough of the material sample and, if the material is transparent to the laser

wavelength, there should not be energy absorption. Every time that a laser pulse is

fired, the positioning system moves the sample in the z axis direction by decreasing

the distance between the material surface and the laser beam waist. At the same

time, the sample is moved in the xy plane in order to fire the next laser pulse with

a horizontal separation to avoid pulse cumulative effects. Both incident and trans-

mitted or reflected energies are recorded for every pulse and, after data analysis,

the values for transmittance or reflectance and absorbance are obtained. Since the

used energies are well below the critical energy to produce the self-focusing effect

in air (a few mJ), non-linear effects are negligible before the beam enters inside

the samples [96,98].

The transmittance curve variation in each z position along 30 µm starting from

a certain point close to the to the surface is shown in Figure 2.9. In this plot, it

is possible to identify 3 stages. The first stage corresponds to a region where the

transmittance value presents its maximum (91 %) since the surface of the sample

is getting closer to the laser focus but the energy intensity is not high enough to

be absorbed. As the sample gets closer to the beam waist (up in Figure 2.9(a)), a

decrease in the transmittance values is registered because the fluence at the surface

increases until a point where it is high enough to promote energy absorption. Dur-

ing the second stage, the transmittance decreases in each step (middle in Figure

2.9(a)) as the sample approaches the beam waist, where the intensity reaches its

maximum so that the energy absorption increases significantly. At a certain point,

the transmittance reaches its minimum and energy absorption becomes maximal

(down in Figure 2.9(a)). Beyond this point, the transmittance in all the subse-

quent positions keeps at a constant value around 58 %, indicating that the sample

surface overpassed the beam waist position and the focus is already inside the ma-
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Figure 2.9: (a) Typical transmittance curve obtained at 200 nJ incident energy on a PMMA

sample. Three positions are chosen to characterize the z-scan: up, middle and down, where

laser ablation experiments at different energies were performed. (b) Scheme of the focusing

conditions in the three selected positions for the laser beam waist close to the sample surface.

terial. The transmittance drop only occurs in a range of positions in the proximity

of the laser beam waist, as it was verified in the results exposed in the subsection

3.1.2 of the chapter 3.

It has to be pointed out that the z-scan should be performed when the material

sample is placed perpendicular to the beam axis, so the xy motion of the sample

does not imply an unwanted modification of the surface position with respect to the

beam waist. For this reason, a procedure called ‘scan’ is used in order to achieve

that perpendicularity before each z-scan experiment. Scans are made in the xy

plane along a total distance of 2 mm in steps of 5 µm. It is essentially a scan of the

sample in the xy direction without variations in the z position.

Three scans made at an incident energy value of 200 nJ are shown in Figure
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Figure 2.10: Scans on PMMA with the laser focus at different positions on a length of

2000 µm along the x axis, (squares) out of the sample, (dots) within a tilted sample, and

(triangles) within a sample after tilt correction.

2.10. The first one (squares) was made with the sample in a position where the

beam waist is completely outside the material. Consequently, the transmittance

curve shows a horizontal trend at its maximum value because there is no energy

absorption. This gives an estimation of the uncertainty in the transmittance mea-

surements. In the second scan (circles), the sample was placed in a position where

the transmittance value initially corresponds to the point middle on Figure 2.9(a).

At this position, the performed scan reveals a variation in the transmittance along

the horizontal direction, indicating that the sample was tilted. Then, the sample

holder tilt was adjusted by using two micrometric screws each for x and y axis

until the performed scan follows a trend with a ±5 % variation in the transmit-

tance along the scan similar to the third one presented in Figure 2.10 (triangles).

At this point, it is assumed that the tilt of the sample is adequate to perform the

experiments.
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2.5. Laser-processed materials

The results of the experiments presented in this work have been performed on dif-

ferent material substrates, what shows the versatility of lasers as a processing and

manufacturing tool. Some relevant data about these materials and the methods

implemented to process and study them is given in this section.

2.5.1. Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)

This transparent thermoplastic polymer is frequently used as a substitute of glass.

It has good biocompatibility and is being used as material for implants or for dy-

namic drug release applications [99]. Owing to its high transparency in the visible

and infrared spectra (see Figure 2.11), good chemical stability and ease of manu-

facture, PMMA can also be found as substrate material for microfluidics and lab-

on-a-chip devices [72]. Microchannels and optical waveguides can be fabricated

by femtosecond lasers with wavelengths in the near infrared, not only onto its sur-

face but also inside the bulk of PMMA [76,100–102]. Femtosecond lasers can also

modify the hydrophobicity of the PMMA surface [103, 104] or enhance its ability

for binding proteins on it [105].

Other remarkable properties of PMMA are a tensile strength similar to alu-

minum, resistance against chemical attack of several compounds, and permeability

of oxygen and carbon dioxide. It is often preferred in comparison to other similar

polymers because of its moderate properties, easy handling and processing, and

low cost.

The used PMMA sheets were acquired to the company Goodfellow and they were

carefully prepared in rectangular pieces of 20 mm × 10 mm and thickness of 1.1

mm.

Since the Mitutoyo M Plan Apo 50× objective was used in all the experiments

performed on PMMA, the employed method to correctly place the sample surface

at the laser beam focus was the z-scan technique. Hence scans and z-scan were

executed before all the surface modification and ablation experiments on these

polymer samples.
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Figure 2.11: Reflectance, transmittance and absorbance of PMMA as a function of the in-

cident light wavelength. A dashed line at 1027 nm helps to find the values for the laser

wavelength used in the experiments. At this point, the PMMA sample transmits 91 % of the

incident light energy.

2.5.2. Polylactic acid (PLA) and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)

(PLGA)

PLA is a biodegradable and bioactive rigid thermoplastic polymer with an amor-

phous or partially crystalline structure that is obtained from renewable resources

like corn starch or sugarcane. Its mechanical properties and degradation behavior

can be tuned by using different combinations of copolymers and monomers during

its synthesis. PLGA is a biocompatible and biodegradable copolymer that biode-

grades by random hydrolysis of ester bonds to form lactic and glycolic acids, both

present in the human body as by-products of various metabolical pathways. When

comparing PLA and PLGA biodegradation properties, previous studies showed that

PLA presents a slower degradation rate due to the higher crystallinity and hy-

drophobicity of PLA [106–108].

These transparent (see Figure 2.12) biodegradable polymers are being widely
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investigated in experiments and processes related to biomedical studies like drug

delivery [109] and tissue scaffolding [110]. Furthermore, clinical trials have been

carried out in applications such as bioabsorbable sutures [111, 112] and bone fix-

ation devices [113,114].

Figure 2.12: PLA (red line) and PLGA (blue line) transmittance spectra measured by spec-

trophotometry. Experiments on PLGA were done at 800, 400 and 266 nm laser wavelength.

During the experiments on PLA samples, the laser beam was focused on the sam-

ple surface by the Thorlabs LMH-5×-1064 0.13 NA objective. Because of this low

numerical aperture value, there was no need for a precise focusing technique. In

this case, visualization of sample surface defects through the setup camera was

enough to focus the laser beam.

For the three-wavelength microfabrication experimental setup where PLGA sam-

ples were processed, the desired beam spot size of 100 µm diameter at the sample

surface was achieved through imaging of the laser beam by a beam profiler CCD

camera, as previously commented in the corresponding laser direct-write setups

subsection 2.2.3.
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Biodegradation studies on PLGA were carried out by evaluation of the morpho-

logical changes of the produced holes and determination of the evolution of their

diameters. After laser irradiation, PLGA samples were fully immersed in a 5 mL

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution with pH of 7.4 in a vial and kept at 37°C

in an incubation oven. Samples were observed with a microscope (MS-100 from

Asahikogaku) after an immersion time of 3, 6, 8, 24, 48, 72 and 168 hours.

2.5.3. Polypropylene bags for medical uses

Multilayer film coextruded polypropylene bags have multiple applications as med-

ical consumables. These products must undergo manifold tests and have to follow

strict standards and regulations from international organisms compiled in manuals

like the European Pharmacopeia. According to quality standards regulations gath-

ered in compendia like the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) and the National

Formulary (NF), together in a combination known as USP-NF, ‘Microperforations

produced by laser irradiation reproduce quite realistically perforations of these

coatings that can happen under usual manipulation conditions, therefore the use

of lasers for such studies is advised’.

Experiments carried out on polypropylene bags had the purpose of producing

holes through the bag surface with controlled dimensions for calibrating leak de-

tection systems. In this case, the laser beam was focused onto the sample through

the Thorlabs LMH-20×-1064 microscope objective. Like in the experiments on the

metallized sealing coatings, the laser beam was precisely focused onto the bag sur-

face through observation at the beam profiler of the laser light reflected by the

surface.

For an optimal hole perforation of the bag surface, it was observed after many

tests that the best procedure was displacing the objective along the z direction in

order to change the laser beam focus with respect to the fixed sample position

while drilling the surface, but starting with the focus at z positions inside the bag

and moving it to outer positions in order to promote a better material removal.

In order to avoid any kind of ablation or modification of the sealing coatings or

the polypropylene bags during the focusing process and before the microperfora-
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tion experiments, the beam light used was not the usual amplified femtosecond

laser pulses but the continuous laser light produced at the laser oscillator, without

any amplification.

2.5.4. Conductive silver nanoparticles ink for inkjet printing

A commercially available silver nanoparticle ink from Sigma Aldrich® was used

in the LIFT experiments presented in section 4.3. Particle size was smaller than

50 nm and the ink solid content was around 30-35 %. Donor films were prepared

by blade coating thin layers of ink with a thickness between 20 to 30 µm on glass

microscope slides. This relatively large film thickness was optimal for improving

the uniformity of the donor film because its fast drying.

The gap between the donor and acceptor substrates (160 µm) was kept con-

stant by using cover slips as spacers. Although it is common that LIFT experiments

use a sacrificial absorbing layer, in the presented experiments this was not needed

because the silver ink itself directly absorbed the laser radiation at the laser wave-

length. The laser beam was focused into the ink film through the Mitutoyo M Plan

Apo 50×microscope objective. The correct focusing of the laser beam was checked

through observation at the beam profiler of the laser light reflected by the interface

between the glass slide holder and the ink donor film.

Printed lines obtained by LIFT transfer of overlapping droplets were dried and

laser cured by means of a continuous wave (CW) Nd:YAG laser (Baasel LBI 6000,

1064 nm wavelength, 1.2 W output power and Gaussian intensity profile) operat-

ing at a scan speed of 2 mm/s with an irradiance of about 12 kW/cm2. At the end

of the process, the conductivity of the lines was measured and compared with the

nominal value for the ink given by the manufacturer.
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This chapter compiles all the obtained results corresponding to the development

and characterization of the z-scan focusing method together with the results ob-

tained through its implementation in surface ablation and modification of PMMA

samples.

The production of small patterns with high resolution at the surface of transpar-

ent materials by laser ablation requires the use of high numerical aperture optical

systems for tightly focusing laser pulses into microscopic volumes where extreme

energy densities are reached. This is a challenging task since slight changes in the

position where laser energy is tightly focused can result in totally different out-

comes: surface ablation, modification in the bulk material or even no modification

of the material at all. For this reason, in the presented results, special attention is

put into studying the z-scan focusing technique for its implementation in surface

micromachining of transparent samples with spatial resolutions that can overcome

the diffraction limit. For all the experiments, samples of polymethyl methacrylate

(PMMA) were used. This polymer has high transparency in the visible range and

high chemical stability, what makes it a biocompatible material for the fabrication

of lab-on-a-chip devices and many biological sensors. In all the experiments shown

in this chapter, the laser beam was focused onto the sample through the Mitutoyo

M Plan Apo 50× and 0.55 NA microscope objective.

3.1. Studies on transmittance measurements at

different focusing distances

The z-scan method was originally devised as a technique for the measurement of

the non-linear refraction index of transparent materials. In this technique, changes

in the transmitted energy are detected by placing both an aperture and an energy
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detector after the sample [115]. The approach taken in the experiments presented

in this chapter has been described beforehand in the corresponding section of the

chapter 2, and it follows essentially the same principle as the z-scan technique, but

with slightly higher energies and without any aperture between the sample and the

energy detector.

Following the description given in chapter 1 about the interaction mechanisms

leading to energy absorption of ultrashort laser pulses in transparent materials,

some details concerning absorption will be given for a better understanding of the

role that it plays in the observed transmittance measurements. Lazare et al. [116]

proposed a model to predict the evolution of the absorption for a silk protein during

femtosecond laser pulse irradiation through evaluation of the ionization probabili-

ties considering multiphoton ionization, electron impact ionization, and the density

of ionizable electrons of the material. Results showed that only a fraction of the

energy is absorbed at the material in the first 10 nm from the surface, so great part

of the laser pulse energy continues propagating inside. The amount of absorbed

energy increases with increasing laser fluence. Taking into account the values cor-

responding to the peak intensities used in the next explained experiments and the

band gap of 3.7 eV for the PMMA samples (calculated from an UV-visible transmit-

tance spectrum), the Keldysh parameter [117] takes values ranging from 1 for the

highest energy pulses to 2 for the lowest ones. Thus, the first ionization mechanism

occurring in these experiments was probably produced by multiphoton absorption,

although some contribution from tunneling ionization cannot be completely disre-

garded. However, once the critical density for impact ionization is reached, most

of the ionized electrons are generated by this mechanism and results should not be

highly dependent on the first ionization mechanism probabilities.

3.1.1. Single laser shot surface ablation

As it has been already commented in section 2.4, z-scans could be adequately

performed once the sample surface plane was perpendicular to the laser beam

propagation direction (z axis). Z-scans consisted in firing laser pulses over the

sample at different focusing distances, producing crater shaped modifications on

the surface when the laser beam waist is located close to the surface. For single

shot surface ablation, only one laser pulse was fired at each position on the sample
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surface. At the same time, the incident pulse energy and the transmitted energy

through the sample were measured. Three different positions were identified in the

transmittance curve in Figure 2.9: up, middle and down, corresponding to trans-

mittances of 90±2 %, 75±2 % and 65±2 %, respectively for an incident energy

of 200 nJ. Afterwards, the sample was located in these three positions by sending

pulses at this incident energy value and displacing the sample in the z axis until

the transmittance reached the corresponding value for each position. Then, laser

pulses were fired at different incident energies from 30 nJ up to 2 µJ, keeping the

same focusing distance for each series of energies.

In Figure 3.1, the measured transmittance is plotted as a function of the pulse

energy for the up, middle and down positions. Each point in the plot is the aver-

age value of three consecutive laser pulses fired onto the sample separated 5 µm

or 10 µm depending on the applied incident energy. For the lowest incident en-

ergy values, the transmittance curves show a plateau at 90±2 %. This indicates

a lack of absorption for these energies below a certain critical value. For pulse

energies higher than this critical value, which is different for each examined sam-

ple position, the transmittance progressively decreases. This points out a partial

pulse energy absorption by the sample. Since an exact energy value for the laser

radiation absorption start is difficult to be determined directly from experimental

data with precision, this critical energy for absorption by the material sample was

determined at the crossing point between the horizontal line corresponding to data

points presenting no absorption and the line fitted to the first points in which ab-

sorption can be clearly observed. Following this method, the values obtained for

the critical energy are 112 nJ, 123 nJ, and 533 nJ for down, middle, and up posi-

tions, respectively. Thus, in terms of the energy threshold at which laser radiation

starts being absorbed, there is little difference between the down and middle posi-

tions, whereas the up position shows a significantly different value.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) reconstruction images of the material surface

irradiated areas are shown in Figure 3.2. Different modifications were obtained

depending on the focusing distance and the laser pulse energy used. Similarly to

the results commented in the transmittance curves of Figure 3.1, the middle and

down series show comparable morphologies and evolution. First signs of surface

modification for the up position begin at higher pulse energy than for the down

and middle positions. For the up series, surface modification begins at pulse en-
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Figure 3.1: Plot of the transmittance vs. incident pulse energy for (squares) up, (triangles)

middle, and (dots) down positions. Dashed lines correspond to the intersect value for

critical energy determination.

ergies around 150 nJ, while for middle and down series the first signs of surface

ablation appear at 110 nJ. Ablated spots at the middle and down positions show

a shape in form of circular and ellipsoidal craters surrounded by a small rim, the

height of which is one order of magnitude lower than the depth of the crater. In all

the cases, crater size increases with pulse energy. On the contrary, craters formed

at the up position present an irregular shape. Therefore, this position should be

disregarded for high precision ablation.

Despite the similarities between the middle and down series, spots produced at

the middle position seem to be slightly smaller than spots obtained with the same

incident energy at the down position. Additionally, submicrometric bumps with

a height about 20 nm appear when sending pulses of 100 nJ and 105 nJ at the

down position. However, these bumps do not appear in the middle series. It has

been shown that laser irradiation of PMMA at fluences near the ablation threshold

produces bumps at the material surface due to hydrodynamic expansion of the hot
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material below the surface [118]. These bumps might appear in the down position

because the energy absorption takes place in a position located slightly inside the

sample at incident energies close to the energy threshold, while for the middle po-

sition the energy would be focused a bit outside from the material surface.

Figure 3.2: AFM images of the PMMA surface after the incidence of a single pulse of (a)

100 nJ, (b) 105 nJ, (c) 150 nJ, (d) 300 nJ, (e) 500 nJ, (f) 1000 nJ, and (g) 1700 nJ at

different positions: up, middle and down. The height scale on the left is for (a), (b) and (c),

while the height scale on the right corresponds to (d), (e), (f) and (g).

For pulse energies above 1 µJ, some irregularities in the aspect of the craters

can be observed. This behavior seems to correspond with changes in the energy

distribution of the laser beam. These could be produced by the self-focusing effect

in the glass elements of the focusing device [119]. Taking into account that the

critical power for glass is 2.5 MW [120] and that the pulse duration is 450 fs, this

effect would appear for pulse energies higher than 1.1 µJ.

The radii of the craters were measured at a depth corresponding to a 10 % of the

total depth for each crater. Taking into account the Gaussian energy distribution

of the laser beam and that the material presents a fluence threshold for ablation

(Fth), the square of the crater radius (r) should follow a logarithmic trend with

the pulse energy (Ep):

r2 = −ω
2

2
ln

(
Fthπω

2

2

)
+
ω2

2
ln(Ep), (3.1)

where ω is the laser beam radius at the surface for each studied z position. As it
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Figure 3.3: Plot of the radius squared of the craters vs. incident pulse energy for (squares)

up, (triangles) middle, and (dots) down positions. Solid lines correspond to fits of expres-

sion 3.1 for the middle and down series.

can be identified in Figure 3.3, the semi-log plot of the radius squared against the

pulse energy follows a linear trend for the down and middle series in the range

from 135 nJ to 1 µJ, where self-focusing effects do not interfere in the ablated

spots. However, this behavior is not clear for the up series.

From the fitted linear trend, Fth and ω for the middle and down positions could

be determined from the data of the middle and down series in Figure 3.3 through

the expression 3.1. The values found for ω were 0.7±0.1 µm for the middle posi-

tion, and 0.8±0.1 µm for the down position. The corresponding threshold fluences

found were 13±4 J/cm2 for the middle series and 10±4 J/cm2 for the down series.

Given that the peak fluence (Fp) of a Gaussian beam follows the expression

Fp =
2Ep

πω2
, (3.2)
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the corresponding pulse energy thresholds for the middle and down positions were

101±42 nJ and 104±48 nJ, respectively. These energy threshold values for ab-

lation correspond quite well with the critical energy values for absorption found

before from the transmission measurements (Figure 3.1), taking into account the

experimental margin of error. On the contrary, according to the results found for

the up position, this method used for finding the threshold energy cannot be ex-

tended to z positions in the vicinity of the top position.

The next observation that stands out is the confirmation that, for the same inci-

dent energies, craters produced at the middle position are similar or slightly smaller

than those produced at the down position. Again, craters at the up series are much

larger than the ones obtained at the middle or down positions. If the focused beam

Rayleigh length zR for a real beam with a certain M2 quality factor is considered,

the already introduced formula 2.5 changes to

zR =
πω2

M2λ
. (3.3)

Taking the ω value for the down position and M2 = 1.4, the calculated value is

zR = 1.4 µm. With that stated, the confocal parameter b (also known as depth of

focus), which is twice the Rayleigh length, takes a value of b = 2.8 µm. This value

gives an idea of the extension (along the propagation axis) of the focal volume of

the laser beam, where the middle and down positions can be found. In effect, these

two z positions are separated by approximately 1.5 µm as it can be noted in Figure

2.9. However, the up z position lays outside from the focus region, since it can be

found at 3.0 µm from the down position1. In this case, since the sample is outside

the beam waist region defined by the Rayleigh length, the laser beam focus is lo-

cated in the air. According to results presented in [121], the laser fluence reached

in the air at the focus might induce the formation of a small plasma that could

lead to electrical breakdown and temperature gradients that can locally modify the

refractive index of the air. These conditions can alter the fluence distribution along

the propagated laser beam, which can show an irregular profile after the focus.

These circumstances could give an explanation of the irregular behavior observed

for craters produced at the up position.

1The down position is taken as a reference to determine the laser beam waist position according to
results presented in the following subsection 3.1.2.
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These results point that working on conditions where the transmittance is just

starting to decrease is not the best choice for achieving precision and control in

surface ablation. Additionally, it can be observed that there is a range of around

1.5 µm in which middle and down positions are found, where the sample surface

can be placed and very similar features can be obtained with precision and control.

Further results in this direction are given in the following subsection 3.1.2.

The ablated volume of the craters was calculated from the AFM measurements.

The results are plotted in Figure 3.4a as a function of the incident laser pulse en-

ergy. In this plot, the ablated volume follows a linear trend with the pulse energy

for energies up to 400-500 nJ, depending on the series. At higher energies, the

ablated volume continues increasing but with a higher dispersion of the data. The

middle series presents the lowest dispersion in all the range of studied pulse ener-

gies. At low pulse energies, the down position shows the best efficiency in material

ablation from the point of view of the energy sent onto the sample. On the other

hand, if the ablated volume is represented as a function of the absorbed energy

during the process (Figure 3.4b), there is not almost any difference between the

down and middle series. This shows a direct correlation between the amount of

material removed during ablation and the amount of absorbed energy.

All these results show that there is a range between the middle and down posi-

tions in the z-scan where the performance of surface ablation does not significantly

change, whereas craters formed at the up position present an irregular tendency.

Therefore, the up position should be disregarded at first instance for high precision

ablation.

Concerning the middle position, the analysis of the data from measurements of

the crater sizes concludes at first sight that this position is where the best reso-

lution for ablation on the surface of the sample can be achieved. Thus, it might

be concluded that the middle position would correspond to the position where the

surface of the sample is closer to the beam waist in comparison to the up and down

positions. More complete and reliable results on this topic are presented in the fol-

lowing subsections.

Furthermore, any change in the focusing distance between the sample surface

and the laser beam waist can be easily detected and corrected at the middle posi-
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Figure 3.4: Plot of the calculated ablated volume vs. (a) the incident pulse energy, and (b)

the absorbed energy for (squares) up, (triangles) middle, and (dots) down positions.
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tion by monitoring the transmittance and then correcting the position in-situ dur-

ing the ablation process. As it can be observed in Figure 2.9, this procedure can be

easily implemented at the middle position because the transmittance drop curve at

this point shows that a decrease in the measured transmittance is directly related

with a displacement of the laser beam waist inwards of the material. Likewise, an

increase of the measured transmittance indicates a shift of the laser beam waist

outwards.

In the case of the down position, the sizes of the craters are similar to the ones

produced in the middle positions, but changes in the transmittance might not be

that efficiently detected when the laser beam waist is in the bulk. As it can be

observed again in the same Figure 2.9, a displacement of the laser beam waist

towards the inside of the material at the down position might not produce any per-

ceptible change in the measured transmittance if its value reaches the bulk plateau

transmittance value.

3.1.2. Beam waist position determination

A deeper study on the last given conclusions was needed in order to complete

the understanding of the behavior of surface ablation of PMMA for different focus-

ing distances (z positions) between the material surface and the laser beam waist,

with a particular interest in the determination of the specific position at which the

material surface coincides with the laser beam waist. For this reason, experiments

presented below contain further experiments where z-scan experimental data is

combined with the characterization and analysis of the corresponding produced

spots at the material surface together with a simulation of a more realistic profile

of the laser beam waist. The expected dimensions of the laser-produced spots pre-

dicted by the results of the simulated beam waist profile gave a good description

of the obtained experimental data.

Various z-scans corresponding to diverse incident pulse energy values are shown

in Figure 3.5. In this figure, z positions start at -5 µm and end at 6 µm. As com-

mented before, negative values correspond to sample positions where the laser

beam waist is outside the sample. This range was chosen according to the change

in the transmittance along a complete z-scan of 20 µm. During the first positions,
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the value for the transmittance corresponds to the maximum value of 91±5 %.

In these positions, the beam waist was far enough from the sample so the fluence

at the surface is not high enough to modify the material. As the sample moved

towards the beam waist, the fluence at the surface increased and as soon as it

exceeded the material fluence threshold, laser pulses started being nonlinearly ab-

sorbed by the material. As a consequence, the transmittance decreased during a

certain range of z positions. This range begins at different positions depending on

the incident pulse energy. For instance, the position where the transmittance be-

gins decreasing for the curve of 87 nJ is z = -1.8 µm, yet for 200 nJ it starts at z =

-3.1 µm. This was expected since an energy increase implies a fluence increase at

the surface that makes possible obtaining surface modifications at farther positions

from the laser beam waist. At the end of the transmittance drop, for all the series of

data points there is a position from which the transmittance presents a plateau at a

constant value when the laser beam waist is inside the sample bulk. The transmit-

tance value of this plateau decreases as the pulse energy increases. Again, higher

incident energies imply a larger volume where the fluence threshold is exceeded

and hence energy is absorbed. More absorption means less transmittance, and this

is what can be observed in the bulk plateau transmittance values.

A z position range where the focusing distance between the sample surface and

the beam waist can be efficiently tracked through transmittance measurements

can be estimated from the range in z where the transmittance values start chang-

ing from the maximum value and until they arrive at the bulk plateau value, with

different values for each incident energy. For 125 nJ this z range goes from z =

-2.6 µm to z = 1.4 µm, resulting in a total z range of 4 µm.

According to AFM data, the appearance of most of the surface modifications cor-

responded to a crater shape (Figure 3.6). In the studied AFM images, it could be

observed that as pulse energy increased, the depth of the craters also increased. In

addition, it is remarkable that the crater depth and shape are similar in a certain

range despite the z position changes for all the studied energies.

Some craters produced during the z-scans made at pulse energies of 87 nJ,

100 nJ, 125 nJ and 200 nJ are shown in Figure 3.7. In general, the craters had a

circular shape during the first positions of the z-scans, but after a certain z position

the aspect became a bit elliptical. The modifications on the surface are shown from
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Figure 3.5: Transmittance values for z-scans produced with pulse energies of (squares) 87,

(dots) 100, (up triangles) 125, and (down triangles) 200 nJ. The position z = 0 µm cor-

responds to the position of the laser beam waist determined according to results described

in the following paragraphs.

left, where the beam waist was far from the sample, to right, where the sample

moved towards the beam waist and ended within it. In this way, the first presented

image shows the closest position where the laser did not produce any surface mod-

ification. After this position, the sample moved towards the beam waist and the

fluence at the surface was high enough to produce ablation. Crater size started

increasing as z position increased until it reached a range where the size seemed

to be more or less constant. After this range, the crater size decreased gradually

until the emergence of bump shaped modifications. They showed an appearance

in form of bubble shaped structures that protrude over the surface level. The sizes

of the bumps decreased as z position continued increasing until there were not any

visible modifications or ablation on the sample surface. Bumps were present for all

the studied z-scans.

Figure 3.8(a) shows a plot of the measured crater diameter versus the z posi-
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Figure 3.6: AFM profiles of two craters produced in the series done at 125 nJ of incident

energy. The corresponding z positions for the profiles are (solid line) z = -1.9 µm and

(dashed line) z = 0 µm.

tion. The measurements were obtained from SEM images like the ones in Figure

3.7. Comparing the crater size evolution with the z-scans in Figure 3.8(b), it could

be identified for each z-scan that the first and smaller craters were produced just

at the positions where transmittance started decreasing. Transmittance at this po-

sition almost corresponds to the highest value and virtually no absorption was

detected. Right after, transmittance values decreased gradually as the dimensions

of the craters increased. Then, there is a range of z positions where crater sizes

are more or less the same, while transmittance values continued decreasing. This

range ended at positions where the transmittance already reached the bulk plateau.

The same trend could be observed in all the studied pulse energies. The average

diameter in the flat central zone is 700±20 nm at 87 nJ, 835±25 nm at 100 nJ,

980±30 nm at 125 nJ, and 1.30±0.04 µm at 200 nJ. It is noteworthy that although

transmittance values changed significantly, there was not any significant change in

the crater sizes for all the z-scan experiments in this central z range. It was at

the transmittance bulk plateau range that there was a decrease of the crater size

and, finally, bumps appeared until no modification at the surface could be detected

when the laser beam waist was well inside the material.
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Figure 3.7: SEM images of the produced surface modifications. The corresponding pulse

energies in each series are (a) 87, (b) 100, (c) 125 and (d) 200 nJ. The sample z position is

indicated next to each image.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Plot of the measured diameters vs. z position. (b) Transmittance values for

z-scans produced at different pulse energies shown in Figure 3.5. The series were produced

at constant pulse energies of (squares) 87, (dots) 100, (up triangles) 125, and (down

triangles) 200 nJ.
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Based on the results above, the often used method to determine the position of

the laser beam waist at the location where the smallest surface modifications are

produced is not correct, since the smallest modifications were obtained when the

laser beam waist was at a certain distance from the surface, either outside or in-

side the sample, as it can be seen in Figure 3.8(a). With that in mind, it can be

supposed that the position of the laser beam waist is probably located somewhere

among the positions where the diameters of the craters are more or less constant.

Assuming this hypothesis, the average values of the crater radii squared around the

maximum values vs. the laser pulse energy were represented in Figure 3.9 in order

to get information about the laser beam waist.
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Figure 3.9: Plot of the radius squared versus the incident pulse energy. Error bars corre-

spond to the experimental errors of the crater measurements.

The logarithmic correlation shown in Figure 3.9 suggests that the beam intensity

profile is Gaussian at the beam waist, and that PMMA ablation is activated when

the fluence on the surface overcomes a certain threshold value (Fth) [122, 123].

Therefore, the equation 3.1, which gives the ablated crater radius (r) at a given

pulse energy (Ep) in a Gaussian beam, could be used to find the beam radius (ω)
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at a certain z position of the beam waist, and the fluence threshold.

The fit gave a value for the threshold fluence of 5.5±2.0 J/cm2, and a radius at

the beam waist of 0.84±0.11 µm. Based on these experimental results, the com-

parison with the theoretical values for the focusing system gave a beam quality

factor M2 of 1.5, since the theoretical beam waist would have to be 0.55 µm. Fol-

lowing the M2 model for the propagation of the laser beam, the radius at different

z positions is given by equation 3.4:

ω2(z) = ω2
0

[
1 +

(
M2λz

πω2
0

)2
]
, (3.4)

where ω0 is the radius at the beam waist, λ is the laser wavelength and z = 0

corresponds to the position of the laser beam waist [97]. The profile of the laser

beam around the beam waist following this equation is plotted as a dashed line

in Figure 3.10 for the z range of the calculated simulation results. When the the-

oretical values of the beam profile were substituted in equation 3.1 together with

the experimental values for the beam waist radii and fluence threshold from the

logarithmical fit, in order to calculate the theoretical evolution of the crater radius

with z position (Figure 3.11), it resulted that the maximum crater size occurs at

the beam waist position and that the craters with minimum size are obtained at

the two symmetrical outermost points of the range at which craters should be pro-

duced. This outcome was in agreement with experimental results in Figure 3.8(a).

However, this z range where craters should be produced was notably shorter than

the one observed in the experiments. In addition, simulation results did not show

a plateau of constant dimension craters for most of the simulated pulse energies;

only a short one for the highest incident energy value of 200 nJ.

Gillen et al. [125] analytically demonstrated that the M2 model fails to give a

realistic description for the propagation of a clipped focused Gaussian beam. De-

pending on the clipping factor (usually referred to as γ and defined as the ratio

between the size of the objective rear aperture and the size of the laser beam waist

before entering the objective), the energy distribution around the laser beam waist

can change considerably. In this work, the beam configuration corresponded to

a low NA focusing configuration (the clipping is being performed on a Gaussian

beam converging from 5
√

2 µm to 5 µm in a Rayleigh range of 10 mm). For the
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Figure 3.10: Calculated beam profile showing the beam radius evolution along the z axis

for positions around the beam waist, which corresponds to z = 0 µm. Calculations were

done following two different methods: the dashed line plot was calculated following theM2

model [97], while the continuous line plot was determined through vector diffraction theory

taking into account the clipping factor between the beam diameter and the rear objective

aperture [124]. Actually this figure shows almost half of the complete beam profile: the

whole laser beam profile would take values at the two plotted extremes z = ±4 µm from ω

= 1.8 µm to ω = -1.8 µm.

conditions of the executed experiments, where a 0.55 NA objective was involved,

the Richards-Wolf theory was implemented to simulate the propagation of the laser

beam in the experimental system and so that a more precise intensity distribution

around the beam waist could be found. This electromagnetic theory is the standard

rigorous description of the focusing of a near paraxial beam through a high numer-

ical aperture optical system (as in this case) and takes into account relevant exper-

imental magnitudes: the size of the input laser beam, focusing lens data, working

distances and specially the clipping factor, which in this experimental setup was γ

= 1.2 [124].
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Figure 3.11: Plot of the theoretical diameters vs. z position following the M2 model. The

series were calculated for pulse energies of (squares) 87, (dots) 100, (up triangles) 125,

and (down triangles) 200 nJ. The position z = 0 µm corresponds to the position of the

laser beam waist.

Calculations showed that cross sections of the simulated intensity profiles close

to the beam waist are nearly Gaussian. The simulated beam profile is plotted with a

continuous line in Figure 3.10. Firstly, it has to be noted that the simulated results

agree quite well with the size of the beam waist found experimentally. Besides,

it can be observed that in these computed results there is a range of z positions

around the beam waist where the beam has similar dimensions. This zone is much

flatter and homogeneous than the presented by the M2 model. According to these

results, the simulated clipped beam propagation should present a better match

with the experimental results.

Once that the simulated beam propagation gave the evolution of the beam di-

mensions along the z direction ω(z) and taking the value of the fluence threshold

Fth obtained from the linear flit from the plot in Figure 3.9, it is possible to cal-
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.12: (a) Plot of the theoretical diameters vs. z position following vector diffraction

theory propagation. (b) Plot of the measured diameters vs. z position. The series were

produced with pulse energies of (squares) 87, (dots) 100, (up triangles) 125, and (down

triangles) 200 nJ.
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culate the predicted diameter of the ablated spot (crater) on the material surface,

i.e., the diameter of the area on the sample surface where the fluence threshold is

exceeded according to the beam size at the z position where the surface is located.

These calculated crater diameters are plotted in Figure 3.12(a) for the different z

position values. The position z = 0 µm corresponds to the position of the laser

beam waist. From now on, this position will be used as a reference for all the fol-

lowing plots in this chapter.

Comparing the information plotted in Figure 3.12(a) and (b), it can be seen in-

deed that theoretical diameters are now in better agreement with the experimental

data. In this figure, z position values of the measured diameters in Figure 3.12(b)

where set in the following way for each series of constant laser pule energy: the

first z position value of the measured diameters was adjusted to be the same as

the first z position value in Figure 3.12(a), corresponding to the first z position

where fluence exceeds the threshold. Accordingly, the first z position for the series

at 87 nJ was adjusted to z = -1.8 µm, at 100 nJ it corresponded to z = -2.2 µm, z

= -2.6 µm at 125 nJ, and z = -3.4 µm at 200 nJ. The rest of z position values for

each series followed after this adjustment of the first z position in Figure 3.12(b).

It is remarkable that diameter sizes of the modifications produced along the range

of z positions where the laser beam waist is outside the sample agree quite well for

all the studied incident energies. Afterwards, there is a region of z positions where

the diameters of the craters keep a similar value. This trend can be associated with

the flat zone near the beam waist where the beam size is almost constant. On the

other hand, the results for positions after z = 0 µm in all the series do not agree

so accurately with the experimental results. The real diameters were larger and

surface modifications were present in a deeper range of z positions.

In order to better compare theoretical and experimental results, multiple results

from the z-scan experiment made at 125 nJ were gathered in Figure 3.13. This fig-

ure shows three different plots: the transmittance curve of the z-scan, experimental

diameter measurements of the produced craters and theoretical diameters calcu-

lated from the vector diffraction theory simulation. In this plot it can be seen that

the first surface modifications began at positions where the transmittance started

decreasing, as can be observed in Figure 3.7c. As the PMMA surface approached

the position of the beam waist, the size of the modifications increased and the

transmittance decreased gradually. After z = 0 µm, it can be seen that experimen-
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tal craters had a larger size in comparison with theoretical ones. Besides, the last

crater observed on the surface corresponded to the position z = 3.6 µm, while the-

oretical results indicated the last crater position at z = 2.6 µm.
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Figure 3.13: Plot of the experimental (filled triangles) and theoretical (empty triangles)

diameters (left axis), and the corresponding transmittance curve (dots, right axis) for a

z-scan experiment produced at an incident pulse energy of 125 nJ.

For the positions where the beam waist is outside the sample, the maximum en-

ergy density is located outside the sample. Therefore, there is not any significant

interaction in the bulk and surface modification only depends on the local laser

fluence. In contrast, when the beam waist is located inside the sample, the focal-

ization in the bulk might produce certain modifications inside the material that can

induce side-effects on the surface, modifying the expected size given by the fluence

threshold. Furthermore, the formation of bumps only when the focalization of the

laser beam occurs well inside the material reinforces this hypothesis about the ef-

fects that absorption inside the bulk material could have on surface modifications.

As a consequence of energy absorption in the bulk, fractures in the polymer might

appear together with the creation of gas which could expand inside the material,

leading to an increment of the crater sizes beyond the area limited by the fluence
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threshold and the formation of bumps when the peak fluence at the surface is well

below this threshold [123].

In order to acquire knowledge about the morphology of the inner material below

the irradiated areas, the Focused Ion Beam (FIB) technique was used to precisely

ablate some of the craters of the z-scan made at 125 nJ for observation of their

cross sections. SEM images of the FIB ablated areas are shown in Figure 3.14.

In these images it can be seen that the bulk material below the irradiated spots

was affected in some of the z positions. The affected inner material presents a

porous structure which elongates along the z axis according to the position of the

sample with respect to the beam waist. For the positions shown in Figure 3.14a-b,

the produced craters do not present any visible formation underneath. Starting

from Figure 3.14c, it can be observed that each crater is followed by the formation

of a porous structure with a length that increases as the beam waist moves into the

sample (Figure 3.14c-k). This porous structure remains in all the rest of positions

and at some point it is not possible to observe the total length anymore because

the porosity seems to extend deeper as the beam waist enters the material. In

Figure 3.14l-m, the porous structures beneath two bumps are shown. This struc-

ture might be produced due to expansion of the material near the surface, and at

the same time, this produces the formation of bumps that can be seen in Figure

3.14l’-m’ at an intermediate phase of FIB ablation. It is remarkable that neither

the diameter nor the depths of the craters seem to have drastic changes for the

different z positions as already seen with AFM, even though processes occurring

inside the material that produce the porous structure certainly affect the surface.

Moreover, the enlargement of the porous structure could be likely produced by

self-focusing, since the critical power to produce this effect (in the range of 40 kW)

is vastly overcome in these experiments [120].

There are some studies that simulated the behavior of the interaction between

femtosecond lasers and different materials [94, 97, 120, 123–128], but a complete

explanation of the ablation mechanisms still remains unaccounted. According to

molecular dynamic simulations of the ablation of PMMA with a pulsed laser in the

femtosecond regime [129], the formation of a crater on the surface of PMMA is a

consequence of the presence of surface swelling followed by an expansion of the

material underneath the irradiated area. After that, the expulsion of the irradi-
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ated material produces a crater at the surface of the polymer. The reported porous

structure beneath irradiated spots in the simulation [129] can be directly associ-

ated with the porous structure of the experimental results observed in Figure 3.14.

Since the process of energy absorption depends strongly on the position of the laser

beam waist relative to the position of the sample surface, the size and extension of

the porous structures increase as the laser beam waist enters into the sample, as it

could be clearly observed in Figure 3.14.

In view of these results, it could be concluded that craters made at positions

where the transmittance value is the closest to the maximum of 91±5% correspond

to the z positions where the sample must be placed to produce strictly surface abla-

tion without any modification in the bulk material (Figure 3.14a-b). This position

is very critical, since slight changes in the position of the sample with respect to

the beam waist could lead to energy absorption in the bulk or no absorption at all.

For this reason, when a reliable placement of the laser beam waist on the surface is

required, the sample should be placed in an intermediate zone in the transmittance

curve. In addition, in this zone the sample position is not so critical since there is a

range where the sizes of the modifications do not significantly change. Besides, the

position can be controlled with high accuracy through the simultaneous tracking of

transmittance values at each z position. However, it is important to keep in mind

that the material will be modified not only on the surface but also in the bulk, as

shown in Figure 3.14c-m. Finally, in order to produce bump structures, the sam-

ple must be placed in positions where the transmittance curve arrives at the bulk

plateau. Once more, this position is quite critical, since slight changes of the focus-

ing distance between the sample and the beam waist can lead to undesired crater

formation or no bump presence due to an eventual absorption in the bulk, with

no perceptible effect on the surface. Additionally, there is not any possible control

in the positioning through transmittance values because for these positions they

correspond to the bulk plateau with a constant value.

3.1.3. Transmittance measurements during laser surface

scanning for channel fabrication

Once it was possible to determine with precision the position of the laser beam

waist with respect to the material surface, transmittance measurements simultane-
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ous to scanning the laser beam along the surface to produce superficial patterns

were studied. Unlike in all the previous experiments where only one laser pulse

was fired at each spot of the material surface, in the production of patterns vari-

ous pulses overlap and accumulate along the marked pattern on the sample. This

situation leads to the probable presence of incubation effects, which could modify

transmittance measurements registered during the marking process. These effects

are associated to the incidence of laser pulses on a region of the material that has

been already irradiated and therefore modified [130]. The altered region might

contain defect centers and modified chemical properties, leading to a different ab-

sorption through the modified material structure and energy bands with a reduced

fluence threshold.

The goal of the following presented experiments and results will be describing

and analyzing the produced patterns and how transmittance measurements behave

during this process in comparison to previously obtained results for single spot ab-

lation.

As a first step to control and ensure the correct positioning of the sample at the

different focusing distances where lines were produced, z-scan transmittance mea-

surements were performed previously to the production of lines. In Figure 3.15 it

can be seen how the transmittance changes for a single pulse on pristine material

for different focusing distances (z positions) between the sample surface and the

laser beam waist at the incident energies used in the experiments for both spots

and lines fabrication. As previously commented in similar plots, the value z = 0 µm

corresponds to the case where the sample surface lays at the beam waist position

according to the results shown in the previous subsection 3.1.2.

After this first step, the laser beam could be scanned along the surface to produce

lines at several focusing distances. Each series of lines was produced at a fixed in-

cident energy and separation between the impinging laser pulses, in other words,

at a fixed scan speed. The used incident energies took values in the range from

100 nJ to 300 nJ. Two values for the separation between consecutive laser pulses

were explored: 0.2 µm and 0.5 µm, which correspond respectively to 200 µm/s

and 500 µm/s scan speeds at a laser repetition rate of 1 kHz. While keeping these

parameters fixed, lines at different z positions were produced by scanning the sam-

ple surface horizontally along 2 mm in the direction perpendicular to the laser
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Figure 3.15: Plot of the transmittance vs z position at (squares) 100, (dots) 130, (up

triangles) 150, (down triangles) 200, and (diamonds) 300 nJ of incident energy. The

experimental relative error corresponding to all transmittance data is 5 %.

polarization. The range of z position values at which lines were produced was

chosen according to the single pulse transmittance drop range for the different

incident energy values. This range gets wider for higher incident energy values

(Figure 3.15).

Transmittance was measured simultaneously to line ablation for all the series.

This made possible to obtain the average transmittance of the laser pulses em-

ployed for the fabrication of every line. The obtained series of data are represented

in Figure 3.16 for the different conditions used to fabricate the lines. The average

transmittance measured during line production (Figure 3.16) followed trends sim-

ilar to the z-scans obtained with single spots (Figure 3.15). In both cases, the z

position range where transmittance decreases widened with increasing incident en-

ergy, as well as the transmittance values got lower for increasing incident energies.

On the other hand, the transmittance values registered at the same experimental

conditions (incident energy and z position) were generally lower in the case of av-
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Figure 3.16: Plot of the average transmittance vs z position for (empty symbols) 0.2 µm,

and (filled symbols) 0.5 µm of spot separation and for (squares) 100, (dots) 130, (up

triangles) 150, (down triangles) 200, and (diamonds) 300 nJ of incident energy. The

average value corresponds to transmittance measurements registered during the fabrication

of each line. Lines connecting data points are just a guide to the eye. The experimental

relative error corresponding to all transmittance data is 5 %.

erage transmittances measured during line fabrication than in previous single shot

z-scans. This comparison also showed that the range in z where the transmittance

decreases is clearly wider for line ablation than for single shot ablation. Both, the

wider range of the transmittance decrease and the lower transmittance values for

lines than for single spots can be associated to accumulative effects due to spot

overlap [130].

In Figure 3.17 it can be seen how line ablation at the surface evolves for different

focusing distances. This figure shows SEM images of one series of lines produced

at 100 nJ of incident energy and 0.2 µm of spot separation between consecutively

impinging laser pulses. It can be observed that continuous lines at the surface are

obtained for z positions around z = 0 µm. More concretely, at these experimental
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conditions continuous lines are observed on the surface from z = -1.6 µm (Figure

3.17c) to z = 2.3 µm (Figure 3.17j). These correspond to z positions in the trans-

mittance decrease range in Figure 3.16. This correspondence was also observed for

the other experimental conditions of incident energy and spot separation at which

lines were produced.

The morphology of the lines at the sample surface could be inspected as well

as its cross section profile. In the surface visualization, it could be observed from

left to right how the progressive approach and entrance of the sample surface into

the beam waist region affected the obtained lines. At the beginning, the external

situation of the beam waist with reference to the sample surface produces that the

fluence at the surface is not high enough to reach the ablation threshold along all

the scanned distance and the lines are not continuous. For pulses of 100 nJ and

0.2 µm of spot separation, these correspond to z position values of Figure 3.17(a)

and (b). Here the position of the sample is very critical and irregularities larger

than the surface roughness like small movements of the sample holder and stages,

defects, and scratches among other imperfections on the sample surface result in a

discontinuity of the lines.

For closer positions of the sample to the beam waist, lines are continuous along

all the scanned distance (2 mm), Figure 3.17c-j. At first sight, the width of the

lines does not significantly change during these different z positions. Only at the

beginning and at the end of this range of z positions, lines look slightly thinner

than for the central z positions. Deeper positions of the beam waist with respect

to the sample surface make that the pulse energy is mostly concentrated below

the surface (range of Figure 3.17k-n). Thus, the fluence at the surface is not high

enough to ensure a continuous line ablation at the surface and lines start becoming

discontinuous again. Here some swelling of the not superficially ablated part of the

line is observed. Finally, when the beam waist is well inside the sample, almost no

surface modification is present except in some short segments, where small surface

swelling is visible. This corresponds to the case of the z position value of Figure

3.17o. No surface modification would be expected for deeper positions of the beam

waist with regard to the sample surface [131].

Another feature that can be examined in the surface images is the roughness

of the bottom of the channels (see Figure 3.18). The roughness presents a quasi-
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periodic porous structure with some ripple ordering for incident energies up to

150 nJ. The direction of these porous structures is perpendicular to the line direc-

tion. This feature was previously observed in similar studies [118] where the ripple

direction coincides with the incident linear laser polarization, which is parallel to

the sample surface and perpendicular to the scan direction of the lines. For higher

energies, the porous structures become more randomly distributed in terms of the

profile of the structures, but the orientation of the ripples perpendicular to the line

direction is kept. The average periodicity of the ripples seems to be independent of

pulse energy and z position, and has a value 350 nm, which is in agreement with

results on periodicity of the ripples observable at the bottom of lines produced by

laser ablation on PMMA [132]. The origin of these ripples has been previously ex-

plained as a consequence of the interference between the incident laser radiation

wave and the surface scattered wave, which is considered a particular instance of

the results obtained with interference of surface plasmon polaritons with the inci-

dent laser radiation [132–134].

laser polarization

laser scan

1 µm

Figure 3.18: Enlarged view of a segment of the channel in Figure 3.17d. Periodic ripples at

the bottom of the channel are parallel to the laser light linear polarization and perpendicular

to the direction of the channel.

The bottom part of Figure 3.17 corresponds to the cross section of the PMMA
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sample and made possible the visualization of the profiles of the lines and the ma-

terial modifications produced under the surface. In the same way as in the surface

images of the top part of Figure 3.17, the effect of the beam waist entering the

sample was studied. At an external position of the beam waist with respect to the

sample surface (Figure 3.17a), no inner modification is visible. Just some surface

swelling in form of bumps can be seen at the surface, forming the previously com-

mented discontinuous line. When the sample approaches to the beam waist, lines

are produced at the surface (Figure 3.17b-j). Two groups of lines can be distin-

guished in this range: from Figure 3.17b to Figure 3.17f and from Figure 3.17g to

Figure 3.17j. In the first group, only the profile of the lines can be seen, without

any modification under the channels. The profiles of these lines show quite vertical

walls and a flat bottom. The profiles of the second group of lines show a narrower

width at the surface and a circular profile. The dimensions of the profiles become

smaller for higher values of the z position. Furthermore, inner modifications ap-

pear in the material under the bottom of the lines. These modifications elongate as

the beam waist goes deeper into the sample. For lines produced at deeper positions

(Figure 3.17k–n), the sample surface clearly presents swelling in form of a line of

successive bumps. At these positions, the inner modifications become considerably

more elongated and extend some microns inside the material in the incident beam

direction. Lastly, it can be observed that for an inner z position there is not any vis-

ible surface modification (Figure 3.17o). Instead of this, a cavity appears under the

surface. Material modifications under this cavity can be seen like in the previously

described lines. The presence of these inner material modifications are not exclu-

sive of line production since they were also observed in single spot ablation, as

seen in Figure 3.14. The presence of a region with modified material under surface

ablated areas was already obtained in simulations that study femtosecond laser

radiation absorption in PMMA [129], and also observed in studies of craters and

lines produced at the surface of PMMA [118]. Thermal expansion of the material

with formation of gaseous nanopores at the region where the laser pulse is focused

and multiple filamentation inside the material for the case of doped PMMA are two

mechanisms that were used to explain the presence of this region with modified

material [118,129].

Very low thermal affectation is observed in the SEM images of the lines. Well-

defined contours in the surface image as well as profiles from the cross section,

and the observable roughness of the bottom of the channels indicates the absence
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of noticeable thermal side effects despite accumulation is present because of the

overlapping pulses used to produce continuous lines.

The general behavior of the line production regarding different z position values

for the rest of experimental conditions of incident energy and spot separation at

which lines were produced is the same as the described above, with some differ-

ences in the extension of the z position range for each case. On the other hand,

it should be noted that large cracks extending mainly in the horizontal direction

along the whole sample in the cross section SEM image (Figure 3.17 Bottom) corre-

spond to fractures of the conductive graphite thin layer that was coating the PMMA

sample in order to make possible its analysis with the SEM. Electron accumulation

during the imaging process was responsible for the occurrence of these unavoid-

able cracks.
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Figure 3.19: Plots of the width measurements of the channels vs z position. The mea-

surements were obtained from SEM images of the sample surface. Colors and shapes of

the represented data correspond to [(a), empty symbols] 0.2 µm, and [(b), filled symbols]

0.5 µm of spot separation and (squares) 100, (dots) 130, (up triangles) 150, (down trian-

gles) 200, and (diamonds) 300 nJ of incident energy. All width and depth measurements

have an experimental error of ±0.1 µm.

Measurements done on the SEM images acquired for all the produced lines made

possible the study of line width and depth dependence according to the experimen-

tal parameters (Figures 3.19 and 3.20). First of all, a general behavior is present

in all the cases: the width and depth of the channels have larger values for higher
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incident energies. Another general trend for width values (Figure 3.19) is that they

do not significantly change at fixed incident energy for different z positions except

in the case of 300 nJ, where there is a clear transition between two ranges of z po-

sition values. In the first one, which corresponds to the situation where the beam

waist is outside the sample, lines about 3.2 µm wide can be obtained. At positions

of the second range, the line width is thinner with an average value of 1.8 µm.

Apart from this behavior at 300 nJ, the fact that lines show similar widths at fixed

energy independently of the z position at which they are fabricated establishes a

certain extent in the z position that has a span of 4 µm at 100 nJ and almost 8 µm

at 200 nJ for producing lines with similar sizes at the sample surface. Concerning

the comparison of the two different values for the separation between spots, lines

obtained at 0.2 µm of spot separation are slightly thinner than at 0.5 µm.
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Figure 3.20: Plots of the depth measurements of the channels vs z position. The measure-

ments were obtained from SEM images of the sample cross section. Colors and shapes of

the represented data correspond to [(a), empty symbols] 0.2 µm, and [(b), filled symbols]

0.5 µm of spot separation and (squares) 100, (dots) 130, (up triangles) 150, (down trian-

gles) 200, and (diamonds) 300 nJ of incident energy. All width and depth measurements

have an experimental error of ±0.1 µm.

The analysis of the depth data of the lines (Figure 3.20) shows some different

behaviors in comparison with the trends of line width. For all the studied incident

energies, but especially for 200 nJ and 300 nJ, the depth of the lines tends to in-

crease as the beam waist enters the sample. This satisfies the expected behavior:

lines produced when the beam waist is closer to the sample are deeper. However,
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this increase of the depth with increasing z position values stabilizes at some point,

approximately 1 µm before the beam waist reaches the sample surface (z = -1 µm).

This also allows the determination of a certain range of z positions where the depth

of the channels shows similar values. Nevertheless this range is not as wide as in

the case of the line width because after some point corresponding to higher values

of the z position the depth tends to slowly decrease. As an example, this range of

lines with similar depths is 4 µm wide at 200 nJ, while lines with similar widths

can be obtained in a range of 8 µm at the same incident energy. In the comparison

of the two different values for the separation between spots, the lines obtained

with a spot separation of 0.2 µm tend to be deeper than in the case of 0.5 µm, par-

ticularly for higher incident energies (200 nJ and 300 nJ). The fact that a higher

overlap produces deeper channels is in agreement with previous studies [135,136].

1 µm

Figure 3.21: SEM image (surface) of a line of bumps obtained at 150 nJ of incident energy,

0.5 µm of spot separation and -3.7 µm for z position.

At some specific experimental conditions, surface swelling in form of bumps with

submicrometric dimensions are observed. These conditions correspond to two dif-

ferent cases. In the first case, bumps are observed at low incident energies (up to

150 nJ) and small negative values of z position, this is, when the beam waist is

outside the sample. Some of the bumps produced at these conditions had a width

of 340±10 nm (Figure 3.21), which is much lower than the laser wavelength value

of 1027 nm. No inner modifications, only the presence of bumps is observed. In

the second case, bumps also appear at higher incident energies when the beam

waist is inside the material but still close to the surface and the internal expansion

produces some swelling at the surface in form of bumps. In this case, the expan-
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sion is not strong enough to ablate the surface material. This process has been also

explained in dynamic simulations corresponding to the thermal processes related

to the energy absorption [129]. In agreement with the simulation results, inner

modifications are clearly visible under the bumps obtained at these conditions in

the second case (Figure 3.17m-n Bottom).

After the analysis of the data of the produced lines, some conclusions on the po-

sitioning of the sample to ensure a precise surface modification by line fabrication

can be presented. First of all, there is a margin of some microns in the z position

around z = 0 µm (beam waist at the material surface) to obtain lines with similar

features, particularly for the line width. This range of z positions is the best option

for a reliable surface modification with reduced affectation from possible vibrations

and position shifts of the setup. Secondly, there are two possibilities for obtaining

submicrometric features. These are surface modification in form of bumps (ob-

tained at two different experimental conditions) or the use of low energies close to

the ablation threshold to produce lines with the smallest feasible dimensions. This

last case presents a smaller variation of width and depth, with width values close

to 1 µm and depths around 0.7 µm. Finally, in order to avoid the presence of any

kind of inner modifications under the modified surface, recommended positions

are when the beam waist is outside the sample surface, shortly before entering it.

Hence keeping the sample at a specific z position is essential. This can be achieved

by monitoring the sample position through transmittance measurements during

line ablation. As a consequence of these results, depending on the preferences for

the desired surface modification results, the most suitable position for fabricating

lines can be chosen.

3.2. Studies on reflectance measurements at

different focusing distances

An improvement to the z-scan focusing method is presented in this section. The

incorporation of an additional energy detector in conjunction with an extra beam

splitter properly placed in the optical path gave access to measuring the radiation

reflected by the sample (see Figure 2.3). In this way, the obtained data from the

transmittance measurements is completed by reflectance data. These data were
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registered simultaneously to the realization of z-scans, like transmittance data.

Reflectance measurements for each single pulse fired onto pristine material for

different z positions are shown in Figure 3.22(a). The plots show a peak for the

series of spots produced at 125 nJ and higher incident energies. For z positions

where the sample surface is far from the beam waist, a flat tendency of the re-

flectance was observed as the pulse energy is not absorbed by the PMMA and only

the light reflected by the surface (refractive index change) is measured, which for

the laser wavelength (1027 nm) corresponds to a reflectance value of 8.6 %. As the

sample surface is brought closer to the beam waist, fluence increases and when it

overcomes a certain threshold value, absorption of the laser radiation starts taking

place. At this point, transmittance starts decreasing and reflectance starts increas-

ing. Reflectance continues increasing as the surface gets closer to the beam waist

position until it reaches its maximum value around the position z = 0 µm. Then,

the reflectance starts decreasing as the fluence at the surface gets lower and higher

fluences are inside the bulk. Finally, when the beam waist is deep inside the bulk,

the reflectance recovers the original value.

These observed tendencies for reflectance measurements can be contrasted with

transmittance measurements that were simultaneously taken. These values are

represented in Figure 3.22(b) in the same way as reflectance measurements were

plotted in Figure 3.22(a). As it has been observed and explained in the section 3.1

of this chapter, the transmittance decrease observed as the sample enters the beam

waist can be used to monitor the relative position between the sample surface and

the beam waist and makes possible to ensure a good position control during the

experiments. It also makes possible determining the beam waist position z = 0 µm

and therefore correct the z position values for the experimental data. The correc-

tion is based on the fact that at z = 0 µm, the corresponding transmittance value

is found approximately at an 83 % decrease of the total transmittance difference

between the transmittance value where no absorption is detected (91.4 %) and the

bulk transmittance value for the corresponding incident energy. This correction

makes that the z position of the reflectance peak is found close to the value corre-

sponding to the sample surface laying at the beam waist position. This also means

that performing reflectance measurements is a good way to determine the beam

waist position at incident energies above a certain threshold for the peak presence,

because the detection of a maximum is enough. For this reason, the beam waist po-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.22: (a) Plot of reflectance vs. z position at (squares) 100, (dots) 125, (up trian-

gles) 150, (down triangles) 200, (diamonds) 300, and (right triangles) 500 nJ of incident

energy. The experimental error for the reflectance data is ±0.3 %. (b) Plot of transmittance

vs. z position at (crosses) 50, (stars) 80, (empty circles) 90 nJ, and same incident energies

as in (a). Transmittance data have an experimental error of ±3 %.
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sition determination by reflectance measurements is much easier than when done

by monitoring transmittance data.

Figure 3.23: Peak reflectance values for the different studied incident energies. The fitted

line describes the linear tendency that these values follow in the range of energies between

125 nJ and 500 nJ. The experimental error for the peak reflectance values is ±0.3 %.

The reflectance peak tends to shift slightly for increasing incident energies to z

positions where the beam waist is below the sample surface. At the same time, the

peak width and height also increase while going to higher incident energy values.

This tendency of the peak height can be observed in Figure 3.23. It can be seen that

the peak maximum value increases linearly with increasing incident energies. This

behavior makes possible to find a threshold energy value that has to be overcome

to start observing a peak in the reflectance. This value can be found when the line

fitted to the data meets the reflectance value of 8.6 % corresponding to the usual

reflectance of the PMMA for light at 1027 nm. This energy value is 106 nJ. Experi-

mental results agree to this value, as no peak could be observed for energies lower

than 125 nJ. The presence of this threshold for the observation of a reflectance
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peak could be related to the formation of a plasma at the sample surface. In view

that ablation is always observed when reflectance is higher than 8.6 %, it can be

assumed that an electron-ion gas-like plasma is generated as indicated in previous

simulations of the process of PMMA ablation [118, 129]. The increase of the re-

flectance is directly related to the increase of the plasma density.
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Figure 3.24: Plot of reflectance vs. z position for incident energies of the pulse between (a)

50 and 100 nJ, and (b) 100 and 500 nJ. For lines in (a), the energy values are (magenta)

50, (red) 60, (green) 70, (blue) 80, (cyan) 90, and (black) 100 nJ. For (b), the line

colors correspond to the following energies: (black) 100, (red) 130, (green) 150, (blue)

200, (brown) 300 nJ, and (orange) 500 nJ. The lines only link data points (separated by

0.1 µm) to make easier following the data tendency. Experimental error for all reflectance

data is ±0.3 %.

A more detailed observation of the reflectance values for 90 and 100 nJ (below

the threshold for peak observation) reveals a small reflectance decrease in form of

a valley (Figure 3.24a). The position of the valley is found around the beam waist

(z = 0 µm) but also slightly shifted to z positions corresponding to the beam waist

being below the surface. For energies higher than the peak observation thresh-

old (see Figure 3.24b), the reflectance decrease (valley) is still present following

the peak. Nevertheless, the reflectance minimum does not seem to change much

for the different studied incident energies. On the other hand, after the peak and

the valley, the reflectance value follows again a flat tendency corresponding to

the situation when the beam waist is inside the bulk. All these phenomena can

be interpreted according to previous studies on some semiconductors like silicon,

where the evolution of the reflectance behavior is studied with respect to the ex-
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cited electron-hole density at the material surface [137, 138]. According to these

papers, the density of the plasma created on the surface by the impinging laser

pulse modifies the optical response of the material. This effect can be explained by

the Drude model, which is characterized by a decrease of the reflectivity at lower

densities and a drastic increase at higher densities.

3.3. Comparison between transmittance and

reflectance results

When comparing reflectance and transmittance measurements, it can be observed

that they point out the close presence of the sample surface with respect to the

beam waist in a similar way (Figure 3.25): the reflectance peak starts at the same

position as the transmittance drop begins. However, the end of the reflectance

peak is found at higher values for the z position than the end of the transmittance

drop. The later end of the reflectance peak can be used to monitor the z positions

where spots are still produced but the transmittance has already reached the bulk

flat value (red shaded area in Figure 3.25). This figure shows the range of po-

sitions where changes in the transmittance and the reflectance measurements are

detected. Note that for this incident energy, the transmittance changes are detected

in a range of z positions of about 4 µm, while reflectance range is of about 6 µm.

The increase in the accuracy for placing the sample given by reflectance data is

more evident when it is desired to perform ablation experiments when the sample

is placed in the down part of the transmittance curve (see Figure 2.9). The re-

flectance measurements allow placing the sample in those positions since changes

in the reflectance can still be detected, increasing the range where positioning can

be executed in a controlled way (red shaded area).

In addition, Figure 3.26 shows the width of the range where the z position of the

surface can be determined by reflectance or transmittance measurements for dif-

ferent incident energy values. The values were obtained by measuring the width of

the transmittance drop and the width of the basis of the reflectance peak (shaded

ranges in Figure 3.25). The results show that for the studied incident energies, both

measurements give comparable margins for the sample surface position determi-
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Figure 3.25: Plot of the transmittance and the reflectance of PMMA during a z-scan experi-

ment. The incident laser energy was 200 nJ.

nation and, therefore, can be used similarly as position control methods. Neverthe-

less, it has to be noted that transmittance measurements can go down to incident

energies close to the ablation threshold, while changes in the reflectance can only

be detected at higher energies in the used experimental setup.

In this way, both reflectance and transmittance data can be put to work to cor-

rect the sample surface alignment with respect to the beam incident direction. Any

change in the values would detect a tilt of the sample surface. Transmittance mea-

surements provide an easier way for correcting this tilt considering that the sign

of the change of the measured transmittance gives the direction for the correction

of the sample tilt: a lower transmittance value indicates that the sample surface is

going inside the beam waist. On the contrary, reflectance measurements require

more steps for doing this correction because the peak behavior of the data does

not give directly the direction needed for the tilt correction (see Figure 3.22): a

decrease at the left of the reflectance peak means the sample surface going further

from the beam waist while at the right of the peak, it means just the contrary. In

this case, additional measurements are necessary for being able to correct the sam-
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Figure 3.26: Plots of the width of the z position range where the sample surface can be

detected by the two presented options: reflectance and transmittance measurements. Width

values are plotted vs. the incident energy of the laser pulses. Squares correspond to trans-

mittance measurements (width of the range of the transmittance drop, experimental error

±0.2 µm) and dots show the width of the reflectance peaks measured at their basis, with

an experimental error of ±0.3 µm for all the values.

ple tilt.

In order to evaluate the precision of the positioning method through transmit-

tance measurements, the slope of the transmittance drop in the z-scans was ana-

lyzed. This slope was calculated by fitting a line to the experimental data. The

tendency that these values follow has been represented in Figure 3.27. For in-

cident energies close to the ablation threshold, the slope rapidly increases until

200 nJ. The higher the value of the transmittance drop slope, the higher the sensi-

tivity to detect a change in the z position. Therefore, the control of the z position

with transmittance measurements presents the best precision for incident energies

around 200 nJ. For higher energies, the method still has a good performance as a

position control procedure since the slope value only decreases a little. If 8.5 %/µm
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Figure 3.27: Plot of the z-scan slope (transmittance decrease rate) for the different studied

values of the incident energy of the pulses. This decrease rate corresponds to the transmit-

tance reduction observed when the sample enters the beam waist region. The experimental

error of the plotted slope values is ±0.5 %/µm.

is taken as an average value for the slope at these energies (100 nJ to 500 nJ), the

5 % margin for the surface horizontality in transmittance values commented in

the experimental section gives a precision in the determination of the z position of

0.6 µm. This number can be considered a good representative value for the preci-

sion of the z-scan method as a position determination procedure.

However, for energies very close to the ablation threshold, which are used to

produce very small spots, transmittance measurements cannot ensure such a good

position control. In this situation, only a reduced range of z positions where fluence

overcomes the ablation threshold is suitable for spot production and the relative

position of the sample surface with respect to the beam waist becomes more crit-

ical. However, small spots can be produced also at higher energies. Spots shown

in Figure 3.28 were obtained at the two first positions where a transmittance de-

crease is detected. Their dimensions are visibly smaller than the diffraction limit
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Figure 3.28: SEM images of the first two craters produced each one by one pulse with the

same incident energy when the sample is entering the beam waist region and the fluence at

the surface overcomes the threshold value. The right crater is the first one, while the left

crater is produced when the sample surface is 0.1 µm closer to the beam waist. The images

correspond to different incident energy values: (a) 80, (b) 90, (c) 100, (d) 125, (e) 150, (f)

200, (g) 300, and (h) 500 nJ.

of the focused laser beam. There is a change in the z position of 0.1 µm between

the two spots visible at each image and the incident energy values at which they

were produced go from 80 nJ (just above the ablation threshold) until 500 nJ. The

radii of these spots are in the range between 66 nm for the smallest one (obtained

at 80 nJ) and 340 nm for the largest one (obtained at 200 nJ). Even with 500 nJ of

incident energy, spots with radii below 300 nm were obtained. These dimensions

are well below the Airy disk for the focusing objective at the laser wavelength.

The obtained results certainly show that in situ reflectance or transmittance mea-

surements during the surface modification process make possible a high precision

position control of the sample surface with respect to the beam waist and, conse-

quently, a good control of the dimensions of the produced surface modifications.

Likewise, this optimization of the surface modification procedure contributed to

the surface ablation of spots with sizes in the submicrometric domain without be-

ing restricted only to incident energies very close to the ablation threshold. Precise

surface ablation is also possible with pulse energies clearly higher than the ablation

threshold.





4 Applications in laser

microprocessing of materials

This chapter collects some of the most relevant results obtained in laser micro-

processing of diverse materials with applications in various fields. The chapter is

divided in four sections, one for each of the fields corresponding to possible studied

applications of the obtained results. Different materials suited for the proposed ap-

plications were processed during the studies presented below. Relevant data about

them can be found in this chapter together with information already given in chap-

ter 2.

The first three sections of the chapter contain some interesting preliminary re-

sults on the studied topics, according to their more moderate position among the

scope of the research group. The forth section presents a more detailed study ow-

ing to the more relevant connections of the treated topic with the research projects

in effect during the period of time this thesis was under development.

4.1. Laser irradiation of biodegradable polymers

The interest on biodegradable polymers is gaining more importance every day be-

cause of the ease of disposal of these materials, which makes them a very attractive

alternative as a solution to the aggravating problem of the plastic waste manage-

ment, and their manifold applications in the field of biological and medical studies,

where these polymers can be processed and tailored to reproduce and improve bi-

ological processes spontaneously happening. The results exposed in this section in-

clude femtosecond laser processing of two biodegradable polymers, PLA and PLGA,

with different objectives but with a common goal: the improvement of the func-

tionalities of both materials owing to the versatility that laser processing can offer.
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4.1.1. Profound hole ablation in PLA

Polylactic acid (PLA) is a material of interest as an alternative to nondegradable

polymers for manifold applications, particularly in the field of disposable medical

consumables thanks to its natural biocompatibility. Other fields where PLA is being

studied and implemented as a feasible choice include tissue engineering, medical

implants, surgical sutures, packages, fibers, and textiles. For instance, sustainable

approaches using PLA to reduce plastic waste are becoming a reality [139]. Their

goal is addressing the worldwide growing concern around increasing pollution

from plastic waste. For these reasons, femtosecond laser ablation in PLA is studied

in this part of the thesis as a tool for efficiently processing this material with micro-

metric precision for future possible applications in the fields of microfluidics and

lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices with a sustainable and environmental-friendly add-on.

Studies on PLA surface ablation by femtosecond laser presented in this subsec-

tion were focused into production of holes at the material surface. Experiments

consisted in accumulation of laser pulses focused though the 5× microscope objec-

tive on the surface of PLA samples at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. Different number

of pulses were accumulated at each spot on the material surface at a fixed energy

and focusing distance. In order to ensure a good alignment of the sample surface

and positioning of the laser beam waist with respect to the sample surface, the

z-scan method was implemented. The z position of the sample surface was chosen

to be at the laser beam waist for all the experiments in PLA.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the produced hole evolution for

an increasing number of accumulated laser pulses can be observed in Figure 4.1.

This succession of images starts with Figure 4.1a, where the surface modification

produced by one single laser pulse can be seen. The ablated spot showed a bro-

ken dome-shaped and porous structure, probably originated by an absorption of

the laser pulse just below the surfaced followed by an expansion of a generated

bubble of the material that bursted and resulted in the remaining shape, similarly

to results observed on PMMA surface ablation [129], but with a more violent burst

of the dome in the case of PLA. In PMMA, this shape was presented as a result of

surface swelling, which was considered a first step in femtosecond laser ablation

for laser fluences close to the material laser absorption threshold. Baset et al. also

observed the presence of radial ejected patterns surrounding the edges of the ab-
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lated spot together with nanodroplets, which indicated that the ablation process

took place through a molten phase of the material. Fragments of the ablated mate-

rial resolidified probably because of rapid cooling during expansion and remained

attached around the ablated spot. These ejected material remains were observed

in the presented results on PLA in different grades for all the ablated spots, what

suggests that ablation was achieved through a melting phase of the material as

well.

Figure 4.1b showed the result of surface ablation when two pulses temporally

spaced by 1 ms were accumulated onto the same sample spot. It can be clearly

seen that in this situation, the previous broken dome-like structure completely dis-

appeared and led to the formation of a porous crater, only by the accumulation

of one additional pulse. Following images (Figures 4.1c-f) show a similar crater

shape, but getting a little bit larger and significantly deeper as more laser pulses

are accumulated. At some point the crater bottom became not visible anymore and

thus, it was decided that in order to gain information about the hole walls, the

sample should be tilted.

A transition in the hole edges definition and wall roughness can be observed

between holes (g) and (h) in Figure 4.1, produced by 400 and 600 laser pulses, re-

spectively. It can be observed how the hole walls started becoming visibly smoother,

while the hole size seemed to remain quite stable for the rest of the following holes

(Figures 4.1h-j) together with an improving definition of the hole edges. At the

same time, rugosity of the hole walls disappeared almost completely when 1000

laser pulses were sent onto a fixed spot (Figure 4.1i). Finally, rugosity of the hole

walls virtually faded and outstanding definition of the hole contour was achieved

when 10000 laser pulses were accumulated during 10 seconds at the same position

on the sample (Figure 4.1j).

After a first inspection of the hole aspect evolution, hole radii were measured on

the SEM images, taking the longest semiaxis value for tilted images. The measured

values are represented in Figure 4.2 and correspond to black squares data. The

trend followed by these data showed a steady increase in the radii from 4.7 µm for

one single laser pulse up to a maximum radius reached for 600 accumulated laser

pulses. From this value on, hole radii seem to stabilize at value of 7.8 µm for an

increasing number of accumulated pulses. This behavior suggested that something
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was happening when a certain number of accumulated laser pulses was reached.

In order to get more information about these conditions, the sample cross section

was imaged by optical microscopy. For that, the lateral surface (sample plane per-

pendicular to the surface where holes were ablated) was meticulously polished in

order to get close to the produced holes.
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Figure 4.2: Semilogarithmic plot of the measured radii (black squares, left vertical axis

values) in the SEM images in Figure 4.1 and measured depths (red dots, right vertical

axis values) in the optical microcopy cross section images in Figure 4.3 according to the

accumulated laser pulse number.

The observed cross sections of the holes showed astonishing results. These can

be observed in the optical microscopy image of Figure 4.3. The evolution of the

hole cross section for an increasing number of accumulated pulses showed a very

clear differentiation in two groups. The first one includes holes produced by ac-

cumulation of 2 pulses up to 200 pulses (Figure 4.3a-g). These holes show a su-

perficial crater (corresponding to holes observed in Figures 4.1a-g) that rapidly

narrows and converts into a thin filament that reaches a constant depth for all

these holes produced by increasing numbers of accumulated pulses. It can be also
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observed that the superficial crater depth timidly increases. But it is not until a cer-

tain number of pulses is reached that the hole depth becomes suddenly larger. This

started happening for 500 accumulated laser pulses, which is the initial value for

the second group of holes and was observed until the final value of 10000 pulses.

This second group is characterized by deep holes that show a constant width with

straight walls going downwards from the surface until the tip of the hole is reached.

No presence of filaments remained in any case of this group.

sample
front
surface

sample
back
surface 200 µm

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 4.3: Optical microscopy image of the PLA cross section after the incidence at a fixed

spot on the sample of (a) 2, (b) 5, (c) 10 (d) 20, (e) 50, (f) 100, (g) 200, (h) 500, (i) 1000,

(j) 2000, (k) 5000, and (l) 10000 laser pulses of 7.4 µJ. The holes appear in groups of 3

holes produced with the same incident pulse number.

Depth values of the holes were measured in Figure 4.3 along a vertical line from

the sample front surface down to the tip of the observed material modification

(either filament end or hole tip). These measured values were plotted in Figure

4.2, where they correspond to red dots. Each data point was calculated as the

average value for the three holes produced at the same number of accumulated

pulses. Similarly to what could be observed for measured radii, there is a change

in the tendency of the values starting from 500 accumulated pulses until the final

value of 10000 pulses. This circumstance coincides with the commented transi-

tion between 400 and 600 pulses observed in the surface images (Figure 4.1) and
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measured radii, and in this case it is signaled by a sudden increase of the depth

of the holes. This depth growth shows a steep increase until it relaxes and seems

to reach a stable maximum depth value similar to the last value at 10000 pulses.

This saturation of the hole depth for a continuously increasing number of accu-

mulated pulses was observed in previous studies dealing with other materials like

silicon [140] and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) diamond [141]. It has to be

highlighted that holes produced by 10000 pulse accumulation reached depths close

to the sample back surface, almost completely going through the total thickness of

the sample. If this situation of depth saturation should be overcome for the man-

ufacturing of through-holes that completely perforate the sample, a first strategy

would consist in increasing the laser pulse incident energy. On the other hand, a

solution that could become handy when laser pulse energy cannot be further in-

creased has been proposed in similar experiments on PMMA in reference [142].

The implementation in the experimental setup of a rough vacuum environment

where the sample ablation process took place facilitated the ablated material re-

moval. As a consequence, the maximum depth reached by pulse accumulation

gradually increased as the ambient pressure decreased.

Another feature that stood out from the group of fabricated deep holes in Figure

4.3 was the remarkable bent that was present in almost all the holes. The bending

showed different degrees of intensity, but the deviation seemed to point at the same

direction for all the holes. This characteristic of holes produced by laser percussion

drilling have been observed in similar experiments carried out on different mate-

rials [141–143]. Because of the bending, hole quality is detrimentally affected.

The impact of this effect in the control of the hole production is quite critical and

can entail serious problems in the manufacturing of through-holes, especially in

the case of microholes arrays, where the uncontrolled exit of the hole through the

material back surface becomes seriously problematic.

In the same way as it is explained in paper [142], the hole bending was observed

only at the deepest part of the hole, close to its tip. For this reason, this situation

might be related to effects that could disturb the laser propagation during the

hole formation, leading to anisotropic interactions particularly at the bottom of the

holes. At the beginning of the hole ablation, the energy of the laser pulses reach-

ing the transitory hole bottom is enough to propagate along the hole without any

significant distortion. A straight profile of the hole walls is achieved in this situa-
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tion. However, as laser pulses propagate deeper inside the already produced hole,

a longer propagation path inside the hole must be travelled by the incoming laser

pulses. This longer path means a larger volume where the incident laser radiation

may interact with the ablation debris products. This produces a decrease in the

laser energy reaching the hole bottom, which translates into possible disturbances

in the propagating radiation becoming not negligible anymore and producing no-

table alterations of the laser beam. Moreover, a deeper position in the sample also

implies a more defocused laser beam, since its beam waist is located close to the

sample surface. Consequently and according to results of experiments carried out

on PMMA samples of reference [142], hole bending could be ascribed to distor-

tions of the incoming laser pulses due to interaction of the laser radiation with the

expanding ablation byproducts and debris.

The same ambient pressure reduction solution commented before and proposed

in reference [142] was practical for the elimination of hole bending. Again, the

elimination of the bending is attributed to the evacuation of dynamic aerosol which

could disturb the laser propagation reaching the end of the hole drilling process.

Another proposed strategy consisted in lowering the repetition rate of the laser

pulses to let the ablated material and debris evacuate the hole. Intervals between

consecutive laser pulses longer than 20 ms were found sufficient to eliminate any

sign of bending of the holes. This value gave a reference for the time duration of

the processes leading to the bending of the holes, and corresponded to the visual-

ized timescale of the vapor cloud expansion and ablated material ejection during

the experiments in the referred paper. Therefore, both processes were suspected to

be the main disturbance factors responsible for hole bending. The suppression of

the bending effect through these two strategies proved that interaction of the inci-

dent laser pulses with the expanding ablation byproducts was the main distortion

origin leading to bending.

Further analysis of the optical microscopy images of the sample cross section

showed that deeper inside the material, z-scans done previously to hole ablation

experiments could be identified when farther cross section focal planes were visu-

alized (Figure 4.4). In this image, the aspect of single laser pulses fired at different

focusing distances between the laser beam waist and the sample surface along the

z axis can be observed. It is noteworthy that the produced material modification by

a single laser pulse has the form of a thin filament which elongates in average along
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Figure 4.4: Optical microscopy image of the PLA cross section focused at the plane where

a z-scan was performed (incidence of a single laser pulse focused at different z distances

between the laser beam waist and the sample surface). The calculated Rayleigh length for

the 5× 0.13 NA microscopy objective and laser wavelength gave a value of 19.3 µm, which

is significantly shorter than the observable filaments produced at each spot for different

focusing positions.

approximately 265 µm, a distance much longer than the calculated Rayleigh length

for the focusing experimental conditions, corresponding to a value of 19.3 µm, and

giving a confocal parameter of almost 40 µm for the beam waist region extension,

still shorter than the filament length. Similar filaments observed in other single

laser pulse experiments on poly-L-lactide (PLLA) shown in reference [144]) also

had an average length of 270 µm. The origin of the filaments was ascribed to self-

focusing inside PLLA. This nonlinear optical process could be the reason in PLA

accounting for the obtention of deep holes with depths much longer than the beam

waist extension. In addition to that, self-focusing occurring during propagation of

the laser pulses in the air inside the hole being produced is given as another reason

for the increased depth of the holes and their bending according to [143].

These filaments observed in PLA could be compared to previous filaments visible

below the obtained craters in PMMA surface ablation presented in subsection 3.1.2.
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The porous filament structures in Figure 3.14 might be also present in filamenta-

tion in PLA, seen in Figure 4.4 as the granulated morphology that can be identified

at the beginning of the filaments (top tip closer to the sample front surface).

In conclusion, laser ablation of PLA through laser pulse accumulation for pro-

found hole production has showed remarkable results consisting in the possibility

of obtention of very well defined and smooth holes as well as promising feasibility

for complete perforation of the samples thanks to self-focusing of the propagating

laser pulses, but keeping in mind possible detrimental effects that might appear

and that should be carefully anticipated and overcome for the obtention of satis-

factory results.

4.1.2. Influence of laser irradiation in biodegradability of PLGA

The results presented in this subsection were obtained in experiments carried out

during the research stay conducted at Professor Mitsuhiro Terakawa’s research

group at the Department of Electronics and Electrical Engineering at Keio Univer-

sity, Yokohama, Japan. According to the limited time duration of the research stay,

the experiments presented in this subsection show preliminary results on the influ-

ence of single pulse laser irradiation at different light wavelengths on biodegrad-

ability of polylactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA).

The interest in controlling the biological degradation of biodegradable polymers

is motivated by their manifold authorized clinical uses in biomedical applications

like drug delivery and tissue scaffolding. Having the ability of controlling their

biodegradation rate makes possible adjusting this process to naturally occurring

biological cycles to improve the efficiency and compatibility in the multiple uses of

these materials. In addition, PLGA shows a faster biodegradation behavior when

compared to other biodegradable polymers like PLA. This feature eases the execu-

tion of biodegradation studies, done through immersion of the PLGA samples in a

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution.

Previous studies about biodegradation of PLGA have already shown the possibil-

ity of altering the degradation evolution of PLGA samples when they are irradiated

by laser under some different conditions of laser wavelength and pulse time du-

ration [145, 146]. In continuation with this line of experiments and in order to
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get further results and information about this topic, PLGA samples were irradiated

with femtosecond laser pulses at three different wavelengths: infrared (800 nm),

green (400 nm) and ultraviolet (266 nm). One single laser pulse was fired for each

irradiated spot on the PLGA sample. Series of five spots were irradiated for each

value of the incident laser pulse fluence. Different values of the laser pulse incident

fluence were examined with regard to the maximum fluence supplied by the laser

according to the used wavelength. The focusing distance between the focal lens

and the sample surface was kept constant for all the experiments and adjusted so

that the laser beam size onto the sample had an approximate diameter of 100 µm,

with the beam focus located before reaching the sample surface (see Figure 2.5).

This slightly defocused spot was used in order to irradiate a certain region of the

sample surface and not concentrate the laser light on a tight spot. The main goal

in these experiments was not accurate irradiation of the sample surface for precise

microprocessing, but irradiation of a certain polymer area for a study of the effect

of laser irradiation on the biodegradation behavior of the treated area of the poly-

mer.

The aspect of some selected irradiated spots can be observed in Figure 4.5(i),

which contains optical images of the spots just after laser irradiation. Owing to

the different absorption fluence thresholds of the material according to laser wave-

length and the different incident fluences of the laser pulses, the produced spots

show clearly varying dimensions. Their shapes also show noticeable differences

that can be attributed to the changing profiles of the laser beam for the differ-

ent wavelengths, despite the multiple experimental adjustments implemented to

minimize these variations. Despite that, the evolution of the degradation at the

irradiated spots could be studied.

Figure 4.5(ii) and (iii) show the same irradiated spots on the PLGA surface as in

row (i), but after three and seven days of immersion in the PBS solution kept at

a constant temperature of 37 °C. In that way, it can be seen how the degradation

of the polymer surface developed according to the different irradiation conditions.

For the case of Figure 4.5(a) at 25.0 J/cm2 and 800 nm, after three days the degra-

dation of the irradiated spot seems to have an effect on the dispersion of the light

at the spot, suggesting a change of the surface morphology. But it is not until seven

days have passed that the degraded area appears significantly larger than the orig-

inal visible spot, thus implying a gradual increase of the degraded area. The next
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(i)
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Figure 4.5: Optical microscopy images of the biodegradation process evolution of selected

spots produced by single pulse laser irradiation of PLGA at an incident laser pulse fluence

and wavelength values of (a) 25.0 J/cm2 and 800 nm, (b) 1.0 J/cm2 and 400 nm, (c)

0.3 J/cm2 and 266 nm. The spots correspond to different stages in the biodegradation

process: (i) immediately after laser irradiation, (ii) after 3 days of immersion in PBS, and

(iii) after 7 days of immersion in PBS.

case, Figure 4.5(b), shows the biodegradation of a spot produced at 1.0 J/cm2

and laser wavelength of 400 nm. The visible spot after laser irradiation is clearly

smaller than the previous case, but surprisingly the degraded area after 3 days

(4.5(ii,b)) shows a very fast degradation rate and appears even larger than case

(ii, a). There is also an obvious change in the light dispersion in the irradiated spot

after immersion in PBS and this change intensifies after seven days have passed

(iii, b). The dimensions of the degraded area after seven days seem to expand a

little bit compared to three days, but the speed of increase of the degraded area

seems to reduce. Finally, the case observable in 4.5(c) referring to the spot pro-

duced at 0.3 J/cm2 and wavelength of 266 nm shows again a gradual increase of
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the degraded area with a progressive alteration of the light dispersion at the spot.

The increase of the degraded area expands again in this case clearly exceeding the

original borders of the spot observable after laser irradiation.

Further details on the morphology of these spots and the changes experimented

by the irradiated material through biodegradation of the samples can be obtained

from later experiments presented in [147]. The results explained in this reference

show that when femtosecond laser pulses are accumulated on a fixed spot of the

surface of PLGA, increased light scattering of the surface observable through opti-

cal microscopy can be produced without any perceptible morphology change of the

surface when observed with SEM. Only at the highest incident pulse fluence value

laser ablation was detected immediately after laser irradiation. Moreover, for spots

processed with laser pulses of 400 nm wavelength, no morphology change was ob-

served after laser irradiation in the studied cases processed with lower energy, but

a porous structure appeared after immersion in PBS for 2 days. Consequently, it

was concluded that degradation of PLGA can be accelerated without direct removal

of the irradiated material through laser ablation, and that morphology changes of

the processed surfaces can appear during degradation.

After analysis and measurement of the radii of the spots produced under the ex-

amined irradiation and biodegradation conditions, the obtained data were plotted

in three plots gathered in Figure 4.6. Each value in these plots corresponds to the

average of measurements carried out on the five spots produced under identical

experimental conditions.

A first observation of the plotted data brings the attention on the significantly

larger dimensions of spots shown in Figure 4.6(b), corresponding to the laser

wavelength of 400 nm, even though the incident laser pulse fluence values were

lower than for 800 nm and the laser beam size was kept constant at a diameter of

100 µm for all the cases. This observation is in agreement with a more efficient

laser fluence absorption of radiation at 400 nm than at 800 nm, since for more

energetic photons, i.e., shorter wavelengths, a lower number of photos must be

simultaneously absorbed to overcome the material band gap through multiphoton

absorption. In the case of the used PLGA, with an approximate band gap of 5 eV,

4 photons were necessary at 800 nm (1.5 eV) to induce multiphoton absorption,

while only 2 photons were needed at 400 nm (3.1 eV) to exceed the band gap.
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This lower number of necessary photons translates into a lower absorption thresh-

old fluence, and therefore laser fluence is absorbed at the PLGA surface in a larger

area at 400 nm compared to 800 nm for the same laser beam spot size. The case

of 266 nm shown in Figure 4.6(c) has some differences with respect to the pre-

vious explanation. At 266 nm (4.7 eV), also 2 photons are necessary to surpass

the 5 eV PLGA band gap. However, the lower available laser pulse fluence due

to generation of higher harmonic radiation produces spots that are overall smaller

compared to 400 nm. Nevertheless, spots produced with the same incident fluence

at both 400 nm and 266 nm show comparable sizes, specially immediately after

laser irradiation (time corresponding to 0 days). For all these reasons and from a

point of view of laser energy absorption efficiency, 400 nm laser wavelength is the

best value to produce larger spots with altered biodegradation behavior.

Figure 4.6 also contains information about the temporal evolution of biodegra-

dation of PLGA by immersion in PBS for a total duration of one week. The first

result that can be extracted from the analysis of the data is the different time scale

of the biodegradation process between spots produced at 800 nm (Figure 4.6(a))

on one side, and 400 nm and 266 nm (Figure 4.6(b-c)) on the other side. In the

first case, the radius of the degraded area of the spots discretely increased in a

continuous way at a nearly constant rate, probably keeping this increase after the

elapsed time of one week of the experiment duration. In contrast, the other case

concerning the other two laser wavelengths showed a much relevant increase of

the radius of the degraded spot areas. However, a much lower growth rate value

was observed after one week of biodegradation, i.e., the expansion of the degraded

areas seemed to significantly slow after one week of immersion in PBS had passed.

In order to gain a more detailed knowledge about the evolution of biodegradation,

the radius growth rate of the degraded spots area was calculated in accordance

with equation 4.1

R(ti+1) =
r(ti+1)− r(ti)
r(ti)(ti+1 − ti)

× 100, (4.1)

where R(ti) is the radius growth rate (in %/d), and r(ti) is the radius of the mea-

sured degraded area at a certain time ti (in days, d) of immersion in PBS. This

calculation makes possible a better comparison between the different examined ir-

radiation conditions thanks to the elimination of the role of the observed spot size

in the analyzed data. The calculated radius growth rates are plotted in Figure 4.7.
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Results concerning the evolution of the biodegradation of the processed PLGA

samples in Figure 4.7 point out a clear outcome: degradation occurs faster in spots

produced at 400 nm and 266 nm than at 800 nm. While in Figure 4.7(a) radius

growth rates at 800 nm oscillate around a daily increase of a 5%, higher values

are observed at 400 nm and 266 nm (Figure 4.7(b-c)). Moreover, the degradation

growth rate at 800 nm did not show a clear changing behavior with respect to

time. This was not the case for the other two wavelengths, where there is a clear

reduction of the growth rate along the one week duration of the immersion in PBS,

from an average value of 45%/d after one day of degradation for spots produced

at 400 nm down to 5%/d after one week. For spots processed at 266 nm, the re-

duction was from an average value of 30%/d after one day of degradation down to

a 5% daily increase after one week. Similarly to what have been commented about

radii of the produced spots, biodegradation seemed to happen a little bit faster for

spots processed at 400 nm than at 266 nm. At both wavelengths spots produced

at the lowest tested fluence show a notably higher growth rate than all the other

studied fluences. This might be a consequence of the smaller dimensions of the

spots produced at these lower fluences, where the visible spot on the PLGA surface

produced by one laser pulse replicates the smaller region of the laser beam where

fluence overcame the threshold fluence value for light scattering induction. Even

that, the surrounding area was irradiated as well, since the laser beam spot on the

surface had an approximate diameter of 100 µm. This contrast between the small

visible spot left after laser irradiation and the total extension of the laser beam spot

at the surface could be the reason of the higher radius growth rate values observed

for the lowest incident fluence values.

To better understand this difference between effects on the biodegradation at

the central area of the laser beam where higher fluences are reached and the sur-

rounding area with lower fluences, an additional experiment was devised. The

proposed strategy consisted in partially covering the PLGA surface with a piece of

dark tape and firing one laser pulse at multiple positions, trying to impinge at the

border between the covered part and the uncovered surface. The dark tape was

removed after laser irradiation and before immersion of the sample in PBS for the

degradation studies. To ensure the obtention of a few spots at the border between

the covered and uncovered regions, various laser pulses were fired starting at a

position and displacing the sample with a shift at the beginning of each line of
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consecutive pulses, expecting that some intermediate holes would impinge at the

border. To make easier getting the desired semicovered spots, the laser beam size

on the sample was enlarged up to a diameter of 200 µm by moving away the fo-

cal lens with respect to the PLGA sample surface. The sample position along the

surface plane was shifted 400 µm between consecutive laser pulses and each new

line of spots started with a shift of 20 µm with regard to the previous line. In that

way, at a couple of lines spots would be semicovered because of the laser pulses

impinging partially directly onto the surface and partially onto the black tape cov-

ering the surface. Some spots with these conditions were obtained. They can be

seen in Figure 4.8, which shows that non irradiated areas covered by the dark tape

did not experiment any accelerated degradation. Oppositely, irradiated areas de-

graded in the same way as completely irradiated spots, even no apparent change

was observed directly after laser irradiation. This result seems to indicate that the

expansion of the degraded areas occur through degradation of the irradiated areas

even if the laser fluence at that point does not produce a visible modification of the

surface at a first stage rather than because of an expansion of the degraded spot in

the surrounding area that has not received any laser radiation.

The commented biodegradation evolution of the irradiated samples followed

trends similar to the ones shown in [145]. According to this reference, the ori-

gin of the increased PLGA degradation in 400 nm is not because of changes in

crystallinity induced by laser processing, but it is based on a decrease in the molec-

ular weight owing to photolysis of the PLGA chemical bonds, both at the polymer

surface and bulk material. The shown results are also consistent with further ex-

periments carried out in the same research group [147], which also confirmed the

commented changes in the chemical properties of the irradiated PLGA even in the

cases where material removal through laser ablation was not detected. Moreover,

chemical structure change analysis of the processed PLGA surfaces concluded that

faster degradation produced at the laser wavelength of 400 nm can be ascribed to

an increased number of broken chemical bonds in comparison to the results pro-

duced by laser irradiation at 800 nm.

Furthermore, [145, 147] contain water absorption studies for the comparison

of the biodegradation of irradiated samples in contrast with non-irradiated PLGA

samples used as a control. This characterization technique adequately describes the

degradation evolution of biodegradable materials in a physiological environment
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100 µm(a) (b)

(i)

(ii)

Figure 4.8: Optical microscopy images of the biodegradation process evolution of spots

irradiated by single laser pulses at 266 nm wavelength and 0.6 J/cm2 incident fluence. Row

(i) contains the spots imaged immediately after laser irradiation and row (ii) contains spots

after immersion during 3 days in PBS. The spot in column (a) was completely irradiated by

one laser pulse, while the spot in column (b) was partially irradiated by covering the PLGA

surface at that region with black tape. The dashed red line indicates the position of the

border of the black tape covering the sample surface to avoid the irradiation of the covered

part of the sample (left side of the dashed line).

since this process takes place in two steps. During the first one, hydrolization of

the biodegradable polymer occurs, leading to a reduction of its molecular weight.

This is followed by diffusion into the water of the lower molecular weight polymer

regions, resulting in a reduction of mass of the degraded samples. Results in both

references confirmed, through higher measures of the water absorption, the ac-

celerated biodegradation observed in irradiated samples compared to the control,

with a faster degradation of the samples processed with 400 nm laser pulses than

at 800 nm.

For all these reasons, it can be concluded that material modification induced
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by irradiation of biodegradable polymers like PLGA with femtosecond lasers is a

feasible option for controlling and accelerating the biodegradation evolution of

these materials.

4.2. Laser perforation for leakage studies on medical

use polypropylene bags

The versatility of the laser as a material processing tool with manifold applica-

tions becomes materialized in this case as a technique to reproduce commonly

observed leaks in consumables with medical applications. Filamentation and other

effects produced by laser absorption in the processed materials faithfully reproduce

cracks and tears observed at the microscopic level in naturally occurring leaks in

these materials.

Holes produced by laser drilling are useful for leakage studies on this materials

demanding high performance and compliance of high quality standards. The pos-

sibility of controlled leak production through laser perforation makes possible the

calibration of leakage detection systems widely used in quality control departments

of companies dealing with industrial scale manufacturing of these products.

Bags made of polypropylene were the studied samples in the results presented

in this section. Controlled leak production through precise laser perforation of the

bag faces (200 µm thickness) for leak evaluation under controlled conditions was

the main objective of this work. The executed process to reach this objective will

be described in the following lines, together with the obtained results.

First experiments on this material consisted in laser pulse accumulation on a

fixed spot on the surface of a polypropylene bag. For the preliminary experiments,

rectangular samples were prepared by cutting one of the two faces of a bag to get

a flatter piece of material to work with.

The first step of these preliminary experiments was finding the best z position of

the laser beam waist with respect to the bag surface to perforate it with the best

possible precision. For this reason, the chosen microscope objective to tightly fo-

cus the laser pulses onto the sample during this first stage was the 50× 0.55 NA
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200 µm

Figure 4.9: Transmitted light optical microscopy image of preliminary experiments carried

out to select the best position for hole drilling by focusing of the laser pulses through the

50× objective. All spots were produced at 1 kHz of laser repetition rate. (Rectangle) Each

spot inside the right rectangle was produced by accumulation of laser pulses at a fixed z

position. Columns of spots contain spots produced at the same incident energy but different

z positions around the beam waist position laying at the sample surface. Rows consist of

spots produced at the same z position but different incident energies. (Spots outside the

rectangle) Each spot was produced by accumulation of laser pulses starting at a specific z

position and displacing the laser beam waist inside the material at a constant speed during

laser irradiation. Columns of spots correspond to a fixed value of the pulse incident energy

for different starting z positions (increasing from top to bottom). Rows correspond to a fixed

value of the starting z position for different incident energies (decreasing from right to left).

The two spot series of four columns (and an additional smaller one of three columns) were

produced at different values for the focus displacement speed. Since no complete drilling of

the sample was observed, experiments carried out through this approach were discontinued.
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objective. This position along the propagation beam direction (z axis) could be

determined in a first approach by inspection at the beam profiler of the beam re-

flected by the sample (see Figure 2.4) and related then to spots produced on the

sample thanks to observation through optical microscopy of the ablated spots pro-

duced at different z positions (see the framed spots in Figure 4.9). This figure was

obtained through optical microscopy imaging with transmitted light in order to

observe light passing through the holes when the bag face is properly perforated.

As it can be observed in Figure 4.9, neither holes inside the rectangle (produced

through laser pulse accumulation at a fixed z position of the laser beam focus

with regard to the sample) nor outside the rectangle (produced through a 400 µm

[twice the polypropylene bag face thickness] focus displacement at a fixed speed

starting above the sample surface, going inside and crossing it) showed any visible

light passing through them, what indicated with high probability an absence of

complete hole drilling for all the produced holes. With the purpose of overcoming

this situation, a new approach for the laser drilling process was implemented.

The new approach to produce the holes consisted in starting pulse accumulation

at a z position of the laser beam focus below the sample (back surface) and dis-

placing the focus beam waist upwards (for a clearer visualization, see Figure 2.4),

namely, going through the sample and finishing again outside the sample, above

the front sample surface. The total displacement z range was kept at 400 µm. This

strategy was devised bearing in mind distortions that previously ablated material

might have on the incoming laser pulses, which would arrive with reduced energy

because of interactions with the already ablated material. Moreover, the new strat-

egy would take profit of gravity for an easier evacuation of the expanding ablated

byproducts and debris. These would follow the laser propagation direction, which

coincides with the gravity pull and thus get away from the sample.

First results obtained following this new method can be seen in Figure 4.10,

where the different available microscope objectives were put into test so that the

one showing the best results with regard to the desired outcome could be selected.

It can be seen that this was the case of the 20× objective. Holes produced un-

der various conditions of energy and focus speed by laser pulses focused through

this objective showed light passing across them, which seemed to indicate a com-

plete drilling of the polypropylene bag face with regular contours and controllable

sizes of the holes according to the different experimental parameters. However,
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the case for holes produced with the other objectives did not show so good light

transmittance, as it can be observed with mostly dark spots present in the irradi-

ated positions. This fact seemed to point out only a partial drilling of the sample.

For this reason, these results obtained with the other objectives were discarded.
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Figure 4.11: Semilogarithmic plot of the measured diameters of the light areas of the holes

according to laser focus displacement speed fabricated with the 20× objective at pulse en-

ergy values of (black squares) 16, (red dots) 8, and (blue triangles) 4 µJ. The focus

displacement along the z axis was 400 µm. The measured holes correspond to the ones

shown in Figure 4.10. Some isolated holes were also obtained at lower energies, but they

were difficult to properly measure with the optical microscope. Even more, they were out

of the scope of a required minimum diameter of the holes of 10 µm.

Once the best focusing conditions were chosen, holes fabricated with the 20×
microscope objective were measured in order to select the optimal experimental

conditions for production of holes with a controlled size. The measured values are

plotted in Figure 4.11. On one hand, the observed tendency for the different pulse

energies indicates that for increasing focus displacement speeds, the diameters of
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the holes reduced. This appears reasonable since higher speeds mean a higher shift

between consecutive laser pulses and thus less overlapping, resulting in narrower

holes. On the other hand, this hole diameter reduction seems to cover a wider

range of diameter values for higher energies (from 40 to 20 µm at 16 µJ) , while

for lower energies the diameter values only decreased a little, mostly oscillating

between 10 and 15 µm at 4 µJ. Additionally, the range of measured diameter val-

ues for different pulse energies is also higher for lower speeds (from 40 to 15 µm

at 2 µm/s) and significantly reduces for faster focus displacements (20 to 15 µm

at 500 µm/s). As a consequence and to compromise between an extended avail-

ability of diameter values and speed of hole manufacturing, the speed of 50 µm/s

was selected as the optimal value for production of through-holes with controllable

dimensions satisfying these two conditions.
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Figure 4.12: Plot of the measured diameters according to laser pulse energy of the (black

squares) light area and (red dots) dark area visible in transmittance light optical microcopy

images of the holes produced with the 20× objective at 50 µm/s of laser focus displacement

speed along a total displacement of 1000 µm.
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Next step consisted in the selection of pulse energies for the obtention of holes

with controlled sizes. More specifically, leak sizes with effective hole diameters of

10, 20 and 30 µm were selected. Figure 4.12 shows measurements of tests done

at various pulse energies with a fixed focus displacement speed of 50 µm/s along

an increased total focus displacement of 1000 µm. This longer focus displacement

answered the assurance of a complete and regular through-hole production. Pulse

energies took values from the minimum values were through-holes seemed to be

present (around 3 µJ) up to the maximum stable value supplied by the laser (in the

range of 16 µJ). Measurements in this Figure 4.12 showed that under these con-

ditions, the bag face could be drilled with holes having diameters ranging from 15

to 45 µm. With this results, pulse energy values could be interpolated and selected

from the data for the production of holes with controlled diameters of 10, 20 and

30 µm at pulse energies of 3.0, 6.4 and 10.3 µJ, respectively.

Another attainable topic of the results in Figure 4.12 is the larger darker areas,

almost double in size, surrounding the central light spots, these last ones related to

light going across the sample and therefore associated to the presence of through-

holes drilled along the whole sample thickness. The dark areas could be associ-

ated to refraction index changes present in the area immediately surrounding the

hole and produced through melting by heat accumulation of the propagating laser

pulses. To better study and comprehension of the meaning of these light and dark

areas, a sample from the bags was conveniently irradiated and examined through

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The outcome of this experiment can be seen

in Figure 4.13.

This figure shows holes produced at different experimental conditions for their

examination at the SEM. However, more relevant were the series of three hole rows

fabricated with exactly the same experimental conditions, which were included for

an adequate study of the repeatability of the holes when the pulse energy becomes

critically low for through-hole drilling. This is the case of 3 µJ for the obtention of

the smallest leaks with 10 µm diameter. Through comparison of the transmitted

light optical microscopy image (left) and the SEM image (right), it can be clearly

perceived that dark areas correspond to inner material modifications that are not

visible in the SEM image of the sample back surface. Furthermore, a detailed in-

spection of the SEM image showed that obstructed holes matched the completely

dark spots observed in the optical microscopy image, while holes without a visible
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bottom were the ones with a visible central light area in the optical image. Hence,

it could be verified that holes presenting a central light area effectively correspond

to through-holes drilled along the whole sample, whereas spots showing a com-

plete dark area without any presence of a central light area indicate that in that

case, a complete through-hole was not obtained. No leak was produced under

these last circumstances. This situation raised a conflictive question: how could

the presence of a through-hole be ensured for critical energies if holes produced

under the same experimental parameters could lead to either the presence or the

absence of a through-hole? An answer to this question was the proposed strategy

explained next.

After the multiple tests, drilling of the bags faces (not only of samples cut from

them) was carried out. To obtain a practical shape of the bags, these were inflated

with compressed air until the bag walls were tense and the two faces of the bag

separated. This procedure also made possible the detection of the effective creation

of a through-hole on the bag, namely, a controlled leak. If a leak was not created

after laser drilling, the bag remained inflated and no change in the reflected beam

was perceived. But when a leak was created by laser drilling, the inflated bag

started deflating, producing a detectable change in the laser light reflected by the

bag surface after laser drilling. This change was a defocusing of the reflected laser

beam, which was visualized at the beam profiler as a modification in the reflected

light intensity and energy distribution. The setup was able to detect focus position

changes down to 2 µm. The laser light used in this case was radiation coming out

from the laser but without being amplified, hence not producing any modification

on the sample. It was exclusively employed for the sample surface visualization at

the beam profiler through its reflection on the sample surface. This simple method

made possible the verification of the fabrication of controlled leaks in all the pro-

cessed bags for later leakage studies.

In addition to the verification of leak production in the bags through inspec-

tion of the reflected laser light, a complementary method was used to completely

confirm that the processed bags were perforated. This method consisted in the

immersion of the perforated bags in a recipient full of water. Since the produced

leaks on the bags were microscopical, the bags remained inflated even when they

were strongly compressed by applying pressure with the hands. For this reason,

when the bags were immersed in water and at the same time intensely squeezed,
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small air bubbles appeared at the location on the bag surface of the laser fabricated

leak. This was a definitive proceeding for a conclusive and easy confirmation and

location of the produced leaks.

100 µm

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.14: Transmitted light optical microscopy image of fabricated leaks with controlled

size through-holes of (a) 10, (b) 20, and (c) 30 µm of effective diameter produced with pulse

energies of (a) 3.0, (b) 6.4, and (c) 10.3 µJ through laser drilling at a focus displacement

speed of 50 µm/s along a total focus displacement of 1000 µm across the sample with the

20× microscope objective. Optical microscope objectives with higher magnification could

not be used for imaging of the produced leaks because of the high rugosity of the bag surface.

Controlled size leaks of 10, 20 and 30 µm diameter could be adequately fabri-

cated thanks to implementation of the presented strategies. The fabricated through-

holes can be observed in Figure 4.14. These through-holes showed an irregular

contour (light central area) and internal modification (surrounding dark area),

which faithfully recreate the morphology of leaks naturally occurring in this mate-

rial. Nevertheless, they contrast with the defined edges and straight walls obtained

in experiments carried out on PLA (see Figures 4.1 and 4.3). However, in this case

these irregular shapes and inner material alterations are good features as their goal

is to replicate leaks in polypropylene bags, which was the pursued aim of this re-

search.

To conclude this part, it is pertinent to highlight that the terms asked in the col-

laboration with the pharmaceutical company doing leakage studies with the laser

drilled bags were satisfactorily accomplished. As a sign of that, leakage detection

system studies could been successfully carried out with the prepared bags.
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4.3. Laser fabricated microfluidic guides for

conductive line printing

The most common digital printing procedure for the fabrication of lines consists in

depositing consecutive overlapping droplets. Figure 4.15 illustrates the outcome of

this procedure for a test with silver nanoparticle conductive ink printed on a glass

substrate. In this experiment, different overlaps were examined with the inten-

tion of reaching the optimal conditions leading to formation of stable continuous

conductive lines free from defects. The shifts between adjacent droplets (∆x) in

Figure 4.15 correspond to the droplet center to center distance and range from

160 to 25 µm. The first two values (∆x = 160 and 120 µm) result in isolated

droplets with diameters around 80 µm. When the shift is reduced to a value equal

or smaller than the droplet diameter (∆x 6 80 µm), droplets coalesce and the

printed patterns result first in dashed lines (∆x = 80−72 µm), and continuous

lines for smaller shifts (∆x 6 56 µm). Unfortunately, in these last cases where

continuous lines are achieved bulges are always present, usually at the beginning

of the line and occasionally in the middle. This kind of defect is highly detrimental

in electronic circuits since it can easily lead to unwanted short-circuits between

adjacent lines. For this reason, it is clear that the initial objective is not fulfilled: no

continuous lines free from defects could be obtained with this single step printing

process.

In previous experiments done at the research group where this thesis was devel-

oped, a simple printing strategy to avert the spontaneous formation of bulges was

proposed [148]. The approach consisted in the alternate deposition of odd and

even droplets with an intermediate drying step in-between. This strategy proved

successful as dried pixels helped confining the recently deposited liquid. This ad-

vanced along the successive dry pixels, which pinned the contact line and confined

capillary flows responsible for bulge formation along the printed lines. However,

this procedure was quite inefficient (the intermediate drying step was time con-

suming) and the final result did not show an acceptable final quality: in spite that

the printed lines were free from any bulge formation, they presented a scalloped

profile which hindered the definition and homogeneity of the printing outcome.

Notwithstanding, the strategy provided an idea for a more efficient and better ap-

proach: printing ink droplets in previously manufactured fluidic guides. Since

bulging is basically a problem of liquid displacement beyond the parallel edges of
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Figure 4.15: Composition of optical microscopy images of lines printed with different shift

values between consecutive droplets (∆x, measured from droplet center to center) decreas-

ing from left to right.
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the printed line due to the onset of an instability driven by capillary flow arisen

from surface tension gradients during the printing process, the presence of a guide

should help confining the liquid and thus prevent the formation of bulges.

As it has been already commented in subsection 2.2.2, the experiments in this

section were performed using a microscope objective of 50× magnification with

a numerical aperture of 0.55 to focus the laser radiation onto the samples. In

this case, the position of the laser beam focus along the sample surface plane was

controlled thanks to the CMOS camera placed coaxial to the laser beam axis (see

Figure 2.4). However, the position of the laser focus beam waist along the z axis

and with respect to the processed sample surfaces was controlled through inspec-

tion of the reflected laser beam by the sample surface and observed at the beam

profiler (Bp in Figure 2.4).

4.3.1. The Laser Induced Forward Transfer (LIFT) technique

For a better understanding of the experiments presented in this section, a short de-

scription of the LIFT printing technique will be introduced. The operational prin-

ciple of the technique can be easily described with a diagram like the one shown

in Figure 4.16. In order to print the desired material onto a receiver substrate, a

laser beam (a) is focused through a microscope objective (b) onto a thin film of the

material coating a transparent holder (c) that acts as a support for the thin film. In

the case of ink printing, the material coating is prepared as a liquid film (d) cover-

ing the support holder. As soon as the focused laser beam propagates through the

transparent holder and reaches the liquid film, laser radiation is absorbed inside

the film, creating a cavitation bubble (f) that expands and, when the laser irradia-

tion conditions are adequate, produces the ejection of a liquid jet (g) that elongates

in the incident direction of the impinging laser pulse. For a proper range of values

of the gap between the liquid donor film free surface and the receiver substrate

(e), the jet contacts the receiver substate and produces a droplet (h) of the liquid

donor film ink. This droplet is gently fed by the jet until the jet breaks and recedes

to the liquid donor film, leaving a printed droplet onto the receiver substrate. More

information about the LIFT technique can be found in an extensive review like [27].

In the LIFT experiments for droplet printing, laser pulse incident energy was
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Figure 4.16: Diagram describing the process of LIFT printing experiments: (a) laser beam,

(b) microscope objective, (c) glass slide acting as a liquid film support, (d) liquid donor film,

(e) receiver substrate, (f) cavitation bubble, (g) liquid jet, and (h) printed droplet.

600 nJ and the laser spot diameter at the interface between the glass slide holder

and the ink film where the laser radiation was absorbed was 12 µm. This was sig-

nificantly larger than the laser spot diameter used in the fabrication of the fluidic

guides. The incident energy and spot size combination resulted in a laser fluence

of 530 mJ/cm2 for each laser pulsed used to print the ink droplets by LIFT. In these

conditions, printed droplet diameters on the glass receiver substrate had sizes in

the range of 180 µm. Although much smaller diameters can be obtained through

conventional LIFT [149], the printing conditions required to achieve such preci-

sion are very sensitive to non uniformities in the thickness of the liquid donor film.

Since the purpose of the presented experiments was to prove the feasibility of the

proposed printing strategy and not to optimize its resolution, the most propitious

conditions for the tests were chosen. For this reason, relatively large droplets were

printed in order not to compromise the reproducibility of the printing process.

4.3.2. Microfluidic guides produced by laser ablation

As introduced previously at the beginning of this section, the new printing ap-

proach proposed for production of conductive ink lines free from defects consisted
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in a two-step process. The first step was the fabrication of fluidic guides. These

were obtained through selective laser ablation of a polymer layer coating the glass

receiver substrate on top of it (Figure 4.17a).

Δw

Δx

50 x
50 x

(a) (b)

top view top view

Figure 4.17: Sketch of the setups and procedures used for (a) laser ablation of the fluidic

guides with different widths (∆w) and (b) LIFT of the silver nanoparticle ink inside the

fluidic guides applying different printing shifts between consecutive droplets (∆x, measured

from droplet center to center).

The fluidic guides were produced using a pulse energy of 75 nJ focused into a

laser spot with a diameter of 2 µm, which corresponded to a laser fluence of about

2.4 J/cm2. The production of a single fluidic guide was executed by scanning the

interface between the polymer layer and the glass receiver substrate at a speed of

1 mm/s and a laser repetition rate of 2 kHz. This resulted in a shift of 0.5 µm

between consecutive overlapping laser shots. A shift of 1.0 µm between successive

scans was applied to completely ablate the polymer coating.

The use of this additional polymer coating had advantages over the direct ab-

lation of the glass surface. First of all, the removal of the polymer layer requires

substantially lower fluences than those necessary for the direct ablation of glass,

between 3.1 and 6.4 J/cm2 according to [150]. If the laser beam is focused at

the polymer-glass interface, it is possible to easily detach the polymer coating at a
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low enough fluence, which leaves the glass surface below undamaged. As a conse-

quence of that, a much cleaner ablation could be obtained: as it it can be observed

in Figure 4.18, the bottom of the produced fluidic guides in form of channels was

flat and its walls showed a sharp and straight finish (the minute scalloping of the

joints where the channel walls and bottom meet was a result of the 0.5 µm shift

between consecutive laser shots during the laser scanning for channel fabrication).

Comparable sharp edge profiles were reported during laser ablation of PMMA films

on top of glass [151].

Figure 4.18: Laser ablated fluidic guide on top of the receiver substrate. The clean and com-

plete ablation of the 1.0 µm thick polymer layer, which left the underneath glass unaltered

(flat red region), can be observed. The width of the guide is about 150 µm.

In this case, glass receiver substrates were coated with a 1 µm thick hydropho-

bic cross-linked polymer layer. After the fabrication of the fluidic guides, these

were filled with printed conductive ink through LIFT. For the purpose of prop-

erly confining the ink inside the guides, it was necessary that the polymer surface

was considerably more hydrophobic than the glass substrate. The hydrophobicity

of the polymer was achieved through the use of a fluorosurfactant additive. This

combination of polymer layer and glass was chosen for convenience, since the main

objective of the experiments was to prove the feasibility of the proposed printing

approach, but it is expected that a wide range of other combinations might be also

effective, provided that both the coating layer and the substrate exhibit an accept-

able difference in surface energy to contribute in the confining of the printed lines

along the guides.

The second step of the proposed printing strategy was the LIFT of conductive ink

inside the fluidic guides (Figure 4.17b). Since the polymer coating is transparent
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to most used laser wavelengths, its ablation through interaction with the laser

radiation requires femtosecond laser pulses. If tightly focused, they are absorbed

essentially by any material, and for that reason the same laser pulses can be used

for LIFT as well. As a remarkable consequence, both steps, ablation and printing,

could be implemented by the same laser system.

4.3.3. Printing into laser ablated fluidic guides for conductive

line production

Once the fluidic guides were created, conductive nanoparticle ink droplets were di-

rectly printed inside the channels by means of LIFT. The results of a first experiment

can be observed in Figure 4.19. In this case, fluidic guides of different widths rang-

ing from 60 µm up to 200 µm were fabricated, and the shift between successive

droplets (∆x) was fixed at 160 µm. First results showed some promising behavior:

for three out of five width values (100, 80 and 60 µm) continuous lines free from

bulges or scalloping were obtained. In these three cases, the ink uniformly cov-

ered the guide and was tolerably confined within. These lines were significantly

narrower than the diameter of each individual printed droplet (∼180 µm, mea-

sured for a droplet directly printed on a glass substrate), which clearly implies that

the pursued guiding effect was successful. However, the complete confinement of

the ink was not totally satisfied. Certainly, there was some overflow beyond the

edges defined by the walls of the fluidic guides. The overflow extent was surpris-

ingly similar in the three guides, even though they had different sizes and that the

amount of transferred ink was always the same. A first approach to the results

would expect the largest amount of overflow to be found in the narrowest guides,

which eventually should not be able to contain the excess of ink. In spite of that

and in view of these results, it is reasonable to presume that the overflow was not

produced to an ink excess. Contrarily, it could be attributed to ink climbing up

the polymer walls, which seemed to become hydrophilic after the ablation process

(either because of induced roughness and/or a chemical composition change). A

close inspection of the borders of non-printed guides revealed the remains of some

debris originated from re-deposition of polymer ablation products. Therefore, the

crawling ink would then overflow beyond the edge of the guides until it arrives at

clean hydrophobic region of the polymer surface. This border between the debris

remains and the clean surface would define and contain the advancing contact line

of the ink.
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For the purpose of assuring a better confinement of the ink within the guides,

and with the assumption that the observed overflow is a result of the presence of

ablation debris, an air flow that helped removing ablation byproducts was incorpo-

rated to the experimental setup. This time, a new experiment consisting in printing

inside guides that had been ablated with the air flow on was carried out. But in

this case, instead of fabricating guides with different width values and printing

droplets at constant shift between them, the parameters were exchanged: droplets

separated by shifts ranging from 240 to 60 µm were printed inside 200 µm wide

guides (Figure 4.20a). Isolated droplets were obtained at a shift ∆x = 240 µm,

since their diameter is about 180 µm and no overlap is possible. As the shift de-

creased, the printed droplets began to coalesce, but no continuous line was gener-

ated until the shift reached 80 µm. At this shift the line was not uniformly covered,

probably because of an insufficient printed ink volume. Moreover, some overflow

occurred at a localized point, where in spite of the air flow some debris remains

probably deposited. Finally, a further reduction of the distance between droplets to

60 µm reached the initial objective: the fabrication of a continuous line uniformly

covered by ink completely confined within the guide. In fact the final definition is

outstanding, free of bulges, scalloping or overflow at all, which serves as a proof of

the feasibility of the proposed strategy.

The results validation of the proof-of-concept test admit some pertinent dis-

cussion. The printed lines presented were significantly wider than features with

smaller sizes that can be produced through conventional LIFT [149]. The reasons

for this situation have already been indicated in the beginning of this subsection,

and therefore the initial goal of the studies was fulfilled. Nevertheless, it would be

desirable that the new approach could show resolutions close to values attainable

with the conventional method. In this direction it can be stated that there is no

evident limitation inherent to the presented approach that could hinder that aim.

On one hand, it is possible to print droplets through LIFT with minimum diameters

close to 10 µm, and on the other, fluidic guides with similar widths can be easily

produced through laser ablation. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to expect that

resolutions in the range of 10 µm could be achieved with the proposed strategy.

In order to illustrate with an example the possibilities of this printing approach,

a demanding test of the degree of control and definition of the technique was pro-
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Figure 4.19: Lines generated by printing the silver nanoparticle ink through LIFT inside the

fluidic guides of different widths (∆w). The shift between successive droplets (measured

from center to center) is constant at 160 µm.
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Figure 4.20: (a) Lines generated by printing silver nanoparticle ink through LIFT at dif-

ferent shifts between consecutive droplets (measured from center to center) inside fluidic

guides with a constant width of 200 µm. (b) Pattern consisting in two long and connected

straight lines forming an angle of 90° fabricated through LIFT of silver nanoparticle ink

inside previously ablated fluidic guides of 200 µm width.
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Figure 4.21: (a) Pattern consisting in two 2×3 mm rectangular pads connected by a 200 µm

wide line produced by laser ablation and subsequently filled with Ag ink printed through

LIFT. (b) Confocal microscopy image and transverse profile of the line indicating the correct

filling of the guide with the Ag ink.
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posed. For this purpose, the realization of a challenging pattern was chosen: two

long and connected straight lines forming an angle of 90°. The obtained result is

presented in Figure 4.20b. As it can be observed, the finishing quality of the pattern

was quite high, with the most common line printing defects completely eliminated.

The lines showed almost perfectly straight edges and the 90° angle exhibited a defi-

nition and completion impossible to achieve through the direct printing of overlap-

ping droplets on glass without the guides. In spite of the length of the angle sides

(about 3 mm), the liquid confinement within the guides was practically total. Only

a few tiny overflow spots are perceptible at the lower edge of the horizontal side,

again possibly due to debris which was not completely removed by the air flow dur-

ing the ablation process. In conclusion, this realization constituted a relevant proof

that the strategy of LIFT printing inside laser ablated fluidic guides makes possi-

ble the fabrication of complex patterns with a high definition and degree of control.

As a final test, the application of the produced conductive lines as interconnects

in electrical circuits was verified. To that end, a pattern consisting in two 2×3 mm

rectangular pads connected by a 200 µm wide line was fabricated by laser abla-

tion and filled afterwards with conductive ink through LIFT. The devised pattern

should allow measurements of the electrical resistance of the line between the two

pads acting as contacts. After leaving the sample some time to dry, the pattern was

laser cured to improve the conductivity of the silver nanoparticle ink. Figure 4.21a

shows an optical microscopy image of the final pattern after curing, where it can

be observed once more that the fluidic guides confine the ink within their limits

without significant overfilling. With the intention of measuring the ink level inside

the fluidic guide, confocal images of the connecting line were acquired, as shown

in Figure 4.21b. The ink covered around 85 % of the ablated volume with good

uniformity along the line and has a roughly constant thickness. As a last step, the

conductivity was measured, resulting in a value of 10·106 S/m, very close to the

nominal value provided by the ink supplier after curing in an oven (9.1·106 S/m).

This indicates that the strategy of LIFT printing inside laser ablated fluidic guides

is a convenient technique for the production of high definition conductive patterns

free of the most common printing defects.

The presented strategy of depositing a conductive ink through LIFT inside laser

ablated fluidic guides was proved feasible for printing stable and continuous lines

with remarkable definition and control. The most relevant conclusions that could
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be extracted from the presented results are now given. For a fix fluidic guide width,

there is a range of overlaps between consecutively printed droplets that results in

the perfect confinement of the ink inside the guide. Thanks to that, most typical

defects in line printing such as scalloping and bulges were eradicated. The success-

ful application of the described approach to the realization of a challenging pattern

consisting in two long and connected straight lines forming an straight angle un-

veiled the potential of the method for the production of patterns with complex

geometries with an outstanding degree of definition. Finally, laser curing of the

printed lines has demonstrated that their conductivity can be increased to values

similar to the results obtained through curing in an oven. This also demonstrates

the potential of the printed patterns as interconnects in electronic circuits.
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The following conclusions can be extracted from the main results obtained during

the development of this doctoral thesis, which met the initial pursued objectives.

An automatized and fast laser direct-write experimental equipment including

an ultrashort pulsed laser for microprocessing of different kinds of materials

was successfully devised and put to work.

Z-scan focusing method

The devised strategy of using in situ transmittance measurements during a

z-scan as a technique to keep track of the experimental focusing conditions

has proven successful as a method for effectively and precisely positioning

transparent materials at the laser beam waist to process their surface.

The z-scan focusing method was characterized along different z positions on

the beam propagation axis. The analysis of the superficial ablation produced

along these different z positions made possible the accurate determination of

the optimal position range to induce ablation on the surface of a transparent

material like PMMA, which for intermediate values of the laser pulse energy

extended along 3-4 µm.

The analysis of the produced superficial ablation also made possible identi-

fying different z position ranges according to the kind of superficial ablation

induced. Strict superficial ablation was obtained only in z positions corre-

sponding to the situation where the sample surface starts entering the laser

beam waist region. It was observed that positioning at these locations is

quite critical, so for a more reliable and regular superficial ablation in the

shape and dimensions of the produced spots, the sample should be placed

along the intermediate zone in the transmittance curve corresponding to the

transmittance z-scans. Swelling of the processed spots in form of bumps was
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observed for z positions corresponding to the laser beam waist laying already

inside the material but still close to its surface. No superficial modification

was observable when the laser beam waist was located well inside.

The observation through FIB processing of the cross section of the produced

spots by single laser pulses revealed that a porous structure inside the bulk

material could be found laying directly below the produced spots. Its pres-

ence was related to the expansion of the vaporized material inside the sam-

ple, leading to an increased final dimension of the produced spots.

The agreement between experimental and predicted data worked out with

vector diffraction theory simulations of the laser beam profile together with

their corresponding measured transmittance values made possible identifying

the z position corresponding to the laser beam waist laying at the sample

surface.

Similar results for controlling the focusing conditions with the z-scan focus-

ing technique were also obtained in the production of microchannels on the

surface of PMMA through laser scanning. The control of the sample surface

tilt with respect to the laser beam propagation direction secured the surface

ablation along large areas. Continuous channels with widths and depths be-

low 1 µm could be fabricated thanks to the provided focusing control along

a total length of 2 mm.

Owing to pulse accumulation and overlap during the production of microchan-

nels through laser scanning, surface swelling in form of lines of consecutive

bumps was observed in two distinct experimental conditions: when the sam-

ple surface starts entering the laser beam waist region and when the laser

beam waist is already located inside the material but still close to its surface.

Simultaneous transmittance and reflectance measurements made possible

controlling the sample position with respect to the laser beam waist during

the surface ablation experiments.

The control on the focusing position provided by the z-scan focusing tech-

nique made possible the obtention even with different incident pulse energy

values of superficial spots with a minimum diameter of 140 nm, significantly

smaller than the 900 nm diffraction limited spot for the laser wavelength at

1027 nm and the focusing microscope objective with 0.55 NA.
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Applications in laser microprocessing of materials

The studied applications of ultrashort pulse laser processing of advanced ma-

terials substantially benefited from the focusing control provided by the z-

scan focusing method, which allowed their processing with high spatial ac-

curacy and definition.

Laser ablation of PLA through laser pulse accumulation for profound hole

production showed remarkable results consisting in the obtention of very well

defined and smooth holes reaching depths of 500 µm with 15 µm diameter

and promising possibilities for through-hole complete perforation.

Self-focusing of the propagating laser pulses inside the holes was the mech-

anism accounting for the profound depth obtained though laser pulse accu-

mulation. However, it can lead to detrimental bending effects that must be

prevented and overcome for the obtention of satisfactory results.

Superficial modification through irradiation with ultrashort laser pulses at

different wavelengths of a biodegradable polymer like PLGA showed im-

proved biodegradability for the wavelength of 266 nm and specially at 400 nm

in comparison with the processing at 800 nm.

Controlled size leaks with equivalent diameters of 10, 20 and 30 µm could

be successfully fabricated thanks to the perforation of the processed medical

use polypropylene bags through laser pulse accumulation.

The focusing strategy used during the generation of leaks in polypropylene

bags also made possible the in situ detection of leak formation, verifying the

complete perforation of the bag surface.

Irregular shapes and inner material alterations observed in the optical mi-

croscopy images of the produced leaks were favorable for their final goal,

which is replicating leaks naturally occurring in the medical consumables.

The controlled size of the leaks make possible their use for calibration of leak

detection systems.

The printing of liquid inks through LIFT inside laser ablated fluidic guides

was propitiously implemented for the fabrication of conductive lines free

from the most common printing defects, specially bulging and scalloping.
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Well defined patterns following challenging geometries could be fabricated

with the developed strategy.



6 Conclusions en català

Les següents conclusions es poden extreuen dels principals resultats obtinguts du-

rant el desenvolupament d’aquesta tesi doctoral, en la que s’han assolit els objectius

plantejats.

S’ha dissenyat i posat en funcionament un muntatge experimental automa-

titzat i ràpid d’escriptura directa que inclou un làser d’impulsos ultracurts per

al microprocessament de diferents tipus de materials.

Mètode d’enfocament per z-scan

L’estratègia ideada per fer servir les mesures de transmitància in-situ du-

rant el z-scan com a tècnica per mantenir el control sobre les condicions

experimentals d’enfocament s’ha demostrat exitosa com a mètode per situar

efectivament i precisa materials transparents a la cintura del feix làser per

processar-ne la seva superfície.

El mètode d’enfocament per z-scan s’ha caracteritzat per diferents posicions

sobre l’eix z de propagació del feix làser. L’anàlisi de l’ablació superficial pro-

duïda al llarg d’aquestes diferents posicions sobre l’eix z ha fet possible de-

terminar de manera precisa el rang de posicions òptimes per induir l’ablació

a la superfície d’un material transparent com el PMMA. Aquest rang s’estén

entre 3 i 4 µm per a valors intermedis d’energia dels impulsos làser.

L’anàlisi de l’ablació superficial produïda també ha fet possible la identifica-

ció de diferents rangs de posicions sobre l’eix z depenent de l’ablació super-

ficial induïda. Una ablació estrictament superficial s’ha obtingut només en

posicions z corresponents a la situació en la qual la superfície de la mostra

comença a entrar en la regió de la cintura del feix làser. S’ha observat que el

posicionament de la mostra en aquestes posicions és bastant crític. És per això

que per a una ablació superficial més fiable i regular en la forma i dimensions
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dels punts creats, la mostra s’ha de situar al llarg de la zona intermèdia de

la corba de transmitància dels z-scans. S’ha observat que els punts processats

patien una expansió en forma de protuberàncies per les posicions sobre l’eix

z corresponents a la cintura del feix làser localitzada a dins del material però

encara a prop de la superfície. No s’ha observat cap modificació superficial

quan la cintura del feix làser es troba ben endins del material.

L’observació mitjançant processament FIB de la secció transversal produïda

per un únic impuls làser ha revelat que en certes ocasions es troba una es-

tructura porosa al volum del material situat directament a sota dels punts

produïts. La seva presència té relació amb l’expansió del material vaporitzat

dins la mostra, que comporta dimensions finals superiors dels punts proces-

sats.

La correspondència entre els resultats experimentals i els resultats predits per

les dades calculades amb les simulacions amb teoria de difracció vectorial del

perfil del feix làser juntament amb els valors mesurats de transmitància ha

fet possible identificar la posició z òptima per situar la cintura del feix làser a

la superfície de la mostra.

Resultats similars per controlar les condicions d’enfocament amb la tècnica

d’enfocament per z-scan s’han obtingut en la producció de microcanals a la

superfície del PMMA mitjançant el rastreig làser. El control de la inclinació de

la superfície de la mostra respecte a la direcció de propagació del feix làser

assegura l’ablació de la superfície al llarg de grans àrees de la mostra. Canals

continus amb amplades i profunditats per sota d’1 µm han pogut ser fabricats

gràcies al control de l’enfocament proveït al llarg del recorregut total sobre

la mostra de 2 mm.

Degut a l’acumulació d’impulsos i la superposició durant la producció de mi-

crocanals mitjançant el rastreig làser, expansions de la superfície en forma

de línies de protuberàncies consecutives s’han observat en dues condicions

experimentals diferents: quan la superfície de la mostra comença a entrar a

la regió de la cintura del feix làser i quan la cintura del feix làser es troba

completament dins del material però encara propera a la seva superfície.

Mesures simultànies de la transmitància i la reflectància han fet possible con-

trolar la posició de la mostra respecte la cintura del feix làser durant els

experiments d’ablació superficial.
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El control de la posició d’enfocament que dona la tècnica d’enfocament per

z-scan fa possible l’obtenció, tot i els diferents valors d’energia incident dels

impulsos, de punts superficials amb un diàmetre mínim de 140 nm, conside-

rablement inferiors al valor del diàmetre de l’àrea associada a la limitació per

difracció, que pren un valor de 900 nm amb la longitud d’ona del làser de

1027 nm i l’enfocament de l’objectiu del microscopi amb 0.55 NA.

Aplicacions en la microprocessament de materials amb làser

Les aplicacions estudiades de processament amb impulsos làser ultracurts de

materials avançats es beneficien de forma substancial del control de l’enfocament

que aporta la tècnica d’enfocament per z-scan, que permet el seu processa-

ment amb una definició i precisió espacial superior.

L’ablació làser del PLA mitjançant acumulació d’impulsos làser per produir fo-

rats profunds mostra resultats destacables consistents en l’obtenció de forats

llisos i molt ben definits amb profunditats de fins a 500 µm amb diàmetres

de 15 µm i amb possibilitats molt prometedores per a la completa perforació

a través de tot el gruix de les mostres processades.

L’auto-enfocament dels impulsos làser que es propaguen dins els forats és el

mecanisme que explica la notable profunditat obtinguda mitjançant l’acumulació

d’impulsos làser. Encara i així, això pot portar a certs efectes de desviament

perjudicials que s’han de prevenir i superar per tal d’obtenir resultats satis-

factoris.

La modificació superficial mitjançant la irradiació amb impulsos làser ultra-

curts en diferents longituds d’ona d’un polímer biodegradable com el PLGA

mostra una biodegradabilitat millorada en longituds d’ona com a 266 nm i

especialment a 400 nm en comparació al processament amb longitud d’ona

a 800 nm.

Forats de fuites de mides controlades amb diàmetres equivalents a 10, 20

i 30 µm han pogut ser realitzats satisfactòriament en bosses de polipropilè

mitjançant l’acumulació d’impulsos làser.

Les formes irregulars i alteracions internes del material observades en imat-

ges de microscòpia òptica dels forats de fuita produïts són favorables per al
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seu objectiu final, que és replicar les fuites que apareixen espontàniament en

productes mèdics. La mida controlada dels forats de fuita fa possible el seu

ús com a calibratge de sistemes de detecció de fuites.

La impressió de tintes líquides mitjançant LIFT dins de guies fluídiques fetes

per ablació amb làser ha estat implementada favorablement per a la fabri-

cació de línies conductores lliures dels defectes més comuns en impressió,

especialment la formació de bonys i les ondulacions del contorn de les línies.

Patrons ben definits seguint geometries complexes han pogut ser fabricats

amb l’estratègia desenvolupada.
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